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Need for the Focused Visit 

 

In February 2006, the Higher Learning Commission conducted an 

accreditation visit to Northwest State Community College (NSCC).  This was a 

comprehensive visit to ascertain the continuance of the college’s accreditation.  

In that review, the Higher Learning Commission (HLC) cited NSCC as not 

satisfactorily meeting the commission’s standards for governance, program 

assessment, and program review.  The report stated: 

 

“Interviews with multiple faculty and staff indicate that significant and 

pervasive relational and interpersonal disharmony exists within the 

College that impedes its ability to fulfill its mission.  Shared governance 

practices at the College are dysfunctional.  Communications channels, 

systems, and structures at the College are either underutilized or non-

existent.  These problems limit the ability of the College to advance its 

initiatives.” 

 

“Assessment of student learning at the College does not include multiple 

direct and indirect measures of student learning.  The Assessment 

Committee is unsure as to its role and responsibilities and as to how to 

provide feedback and make curricular changes based on assessment 

results.  The assessment process is not tied to the budgeting process.  

Faculty report that the Assessment Committee is no longer led by a faculty 

member.” 

 

“The College has discontinued doing regular program reviews for the last 

two years.  The evaluation team recommends that the College develop a 

comprehensive program review model and implement it as soon as 

possible.” 
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As a result of the evaluation in 2006, the HLC required a Focused Visit in 

2009 to review the college’s progress in meeting the expectations surrounding 

governance, program assessment, and program review.  This report is in 

response to this requirement of the HLC and is limited to the college’s efforts in 

meeting these requirements. 

 

Since the 2006 comprehensive visit, several administrative changes have 

occurred including the President, Vice President for Academics, and two 

Academic Deans.  Almost all positions on the President’s Cabinet have seen a 

change in personnel; however, several individuals were promoted from within the 

college.   A current organizational chart and listing of President’s Cabinet and 

Academic Deans is included in Appendix A.  A summary of administrative 

changes follows. 

• September 2006, Dr. Linda Carr was hired into a new position of Chief 

Learning Officer (CLO).  This position became responsible for the 

academic areas on campus.  The academic responsibilities of the 

Executive Vice President were relinquished.   

• February 2007, Terry King, Director of Information Systems and 

Institutional Research retired. 

• July 2007, Martin White resigned as Chief Information Officer and Dan 

Burklo was named Dean of Engineering Technology. 

• August 2007, Dr. Betty Young announced her resignation as President 

of the College effective September 30, 2007.   

• September 2007, Dr. Thomas Stuckey was named Acting President of 

NSCC. 

• October 2007, Dr. Thomas Stuckey was named Transitional President 

of NSCC.   Kathy Soards was named Chief Fiscal Officer. 

• November 2007, Jennie Lovett, Director of Grants and Research 

resigned.   

• February 2008, Dr. Linda Carr was promoted to Executive Vice 

President with a change in job responsibilities.  Cindy Krueger was 
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appointed Interim CLO and Karen Short was named Interim Dean of 

Allied Health & Public Service.  Jeffrey Ferezan, Associate Vice 

President for Community and Legislative Relations submitted his 

resignation. 

• May 2008, Mari Yoder was appointed Vice President for Institutional 

Advancement. 

• April 2008, Dr. Thomas Stuckey was named the sixth President of 

NSCC.   Kyle Cooper was appointed Executive Director of Information 

Technology, replacing the position vacated by Martin White in July 

2007. 

• June 2008, Dr. Linda Carr resigned as Executive Vice President of the 

College.   

• July 2008, Cindy Krueger was appointed Vice President for Academics 

and Karen Short was appointed Dean of Allied Health & Public 

Service.  Richard Powell was appointed Director of Administrative 

Services. 

 

 

Response to the HCL Recommendations 

 

The College has made progress on the three main areas of concern, 

governance, program assessment, and program evaluation.  Following is a 

synopsis of the college’s progress in meeting the recommendations cited in the 

Assurance Section of the 2006 Comprehensive Visit Report.  In subsequent 

chapters of the report detailed explanations and data are provided. 

 

Governance 

The College reviewed and revised the governance structure that is used 

on campus.  The previous structure consisted of a variety of committees with 

limited participation of faculty and staff.  The current structure is made up 

Faculty, Staff, and Administrative Councils.  All campus employees are members 
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of one of the councils.  In addition, each council has a representative liaison from 

the other councils.  Proposals can be initiated by any individual or group and are 

developed for approval, information, or feedback.  Each council reviews 

proposals and determines if the proposals are approved, non-supported, or 

should be returned to the originator for more information.  The goal is to reach 

consensus on the proposal. 

Faculty are actively involved in program development and curriculum 

decisions.  During the 2006-07 academic year, academic proposals were 

frequently stalled by Administrative Council.  After the first year of the new 

governance structure, the Academic Affairs committee was reinstated.  All 

academic issues are processed through Academic Affairs and Faculty Council 

prior to going to Administrative and Staff Councils.  Since Academic Affairs has 

been reinstated, academic proposals have readily progressed through the 

councils.  This procedure has given faculty active involvement in curricular 

issues. 

There has been a significant change in the climate on campus since the 

site visit in 2006.  The change of Presidents has led to a more cooperative and 

collaborative relationship between administration and faculty.  The new 

governance model experienced delays with the previous President while 

proposals move through the system in a timelier manner with the current 

President.  Overall, the tension seen three years ago has dissipated. 

 

Program Assessment 

The Assessment Committee had responsibility for addressing the 

concerns related to assessment.  Responsibilities of faculty, deans, and the 

assessment committee have been clarified.  Institutional/general education 

learning outcomes have been revised.  Curriculum maps were revised to 

incorporate information on direct and indirect measures for each program 

learning outcome.  An overall assessment plan was developed 

Program assessment schedules have been developed that ensure 

program learning outcomes are examined every four years.  Program learning 
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outcomes have been reviewed with subsequent revisions expected. During the 

2008-09 academic year, all programs were developing plans to assess at least 

one program learning outcome in addition to the course assessments scheduled.  

Obtaining faculty buy-in for program assessment remains an issue.  

Confusion remains for some faculty on the differences between program 

assessment and course assessment.  Attempts to clarify the differences have 

been made during faculty orientation days; however, more work still needs to be 

done. 

 

Program Evaluation 

A comprehensive program review plan has been developed.  

Implementation of the program review guidelines has been difficult with the 

conversion to new administrative software occurring over the last three years.  

Data has needed to be pulled from two systems resulting in the receipt of 

requested reports being delayed.  This impacted implementation of the program 

review plan.   

Two comprehensive program reviews were completed prior to November 

2008.  The comprehensive reviews for Associate of Science and Associate of 

Arts programs are in process and will be completed by the time of the site visit.  

The program review schedule has been updated to ensure that all programs are 

on target for reviews every four years. 

 

The subsequent chapters will detail the steps taken by the college to meet 

the expectations surrounding governance, program assessment, and program 

review.  Improvement will be noted in each area; however, the college realizes 

continued improvement is still needed in all areas. 
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In February 2006, the Higher Learning Commission cited NSCC as not 

satisfactorily meeting the commission’s standards on governance.  The report 

stated: 

Interviews with multiple faculty and staff indicate that significant and 

pervasive relational and interpersonal disharmony exists within the college 

that impedes its ability to fulfill its mission.  Shared governance practices 

at the College are dysfunctional.  Communication channels, systems and 

structures at the College are either underutilized or non-existent.  These 

problems limit the ability of the College to advance its initiatives 

(Assurance Section, p.22). 

 

The evaluation team delineated three areas for improvement that needed to be 

addressed prior to the focused visit.  Each of the recommendations will be 

addressed separately below. 

 

HLC Recommendation 1:  Review and strengthening of NSCC’s committee 

structure and procedures. 

 

 Following the accreditation visit and prior to the final comprehensive 

evaluation report being received, the Strategic Planning Committee began the 

dialogue to review the governance model at Northwest State Community 

College.  The committee membership consisted of four faculty and four 

administrators.  An email was sent in late February to the campus community 

soliciting input on the governance model by asking the following questions: 

1. What does a governance model (whatever model used) do? 

2. What does shared governance mean to YOU? 

3. What do you want the governance system at NSCC to accomplish for the 

college? 

4. Would you want to be an active participant in governance at the college?  

If yes, what does that mean to you? 
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The responses received were distributed and reviewed by the members of the 

Strategic Planning Committee.   

 One of the first steps taken by the Strategic Planning Committee was to 

develop “end goals” for shared governance.  The following goals were agreed 

upon at the March 3, 2006 meeting. 

• Accountability across the campus 

• Consensus building (keeping in mind what is best for our students) 

• Entrepreneurial (ability to be flexible and move quickly) 

• Mutually agreed upon lines of authority or role definitions (who is 

recommending and who is the final authority) 

These end statements were shared with the campus community during a 

Campus Conversation on April 5, 2006.  The Strategic Planning Committee 

continued to process information and review governance models from other 

institutions.  In May, the Strategic Planning Committee established a Governance 

Task Force to determine the governance model to be used by the College. 

 The first meeting of the Governance Task Force occurred May 23, 2006.  

Membership included faculty, non-teaching professionals, staff, and 

administrators (see Appendix B).  During summer semester of 2006, the task 

group met on a regular basis to develop a governance model that would be 

workable for NSCC.  The climate at the college during this time remained 

negative.  Faculty especially felt like they were not being heard so it was 

important to include faculty in the process.  The meetings were open to the 

college community so attendance was not limited to Task Force members; 

anyone interested was encouraged to attend.  The goal of the task force was to 

have a model to take to the college community by the beginning of fall semester.   

At the initial meeting, the Task Group reviewed the report on accreditation, 

discussions from previous Strategic Planning meetings, and feedback from the 

Campus Conversations.  Based on this review, the following outcomes were 

identified for the model.  

• Appropriate faculty and staff input to decisions, based on their areas of 

expertise. 
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• Clarity regarding the roles and responsibilities of each committee. 

• A sense of participation and maximum possible buy-in to decisions that 

are recommended to the President and the board. 

• A sense of collaboration in the decisions and direction of the institution.  

• Clear and open channels of communication. 

As discussion continued regarding the model, these goals were kept in mind. 

Each task force member tried to find examples of governance models to 

share and review with the group.  Many models looked useable but after 

evaluation did not really fit the situation or structure of NSCC.  Also many 

colleges openly stated that their models were not functioning as well as they had 

hoped.  The group was still trying to determine if the current model should remain 

in place with modifications or a new model be instituted. 

Since the board of trustees was using the Carver Model of Policy 

Governance, the members also decided to review this model.  The Carver Model 

is applicable to the governing body of an institution.  The model enables the 

board to focus on the larger issues, to delegate with clarity, to control 

management’s job without meddling, to rigorously evaluate the accomplishment 

of the organization: to truly lead its organization 

(http>//www.carvergovernance.com/model).  With this in mind the group moved 

forward with developing a governance system that was congruent with the 

model.   

In June, three task group members, two faculty and a Dean, proposed a 

new governance model based on discussions from previous meetings.  The 

original proposal went through multiple revisions before the model represented in 

Figure 1 was finalized.  The model represented below indicates the importance of 

assessment in this governance structure of the college.  To be an institution that 

makes “data informed” decisions all constituencies need to be providing 

information to “assessment” and drawing on “assessment” for decisions.  The 

governance structure itself operates within the ring of assessment.  

The task force put the board in the middle of the model because they are 

the body that oversees the college as a whole and policy decisions go through 
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the board.  The president is the one person, who communicates directly with the 

board; therefore, the president is the next concentric circle . 

 
Figure 1. The Governance Model 
 
 

 

 
There are three councils consisting of the Faculty Council, Staff Council, and the 

Administrative Council.  All college employees are a member of a council.  These 

councils meet regularly and discuss topics that are of concern to the persons 

represented by the council or to the campus as a whole.  These councils 

deliberate, develop proposals, and consider proposals reported to them by other 
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councils or the president.  Reflected within the model as well are non-council 

groups and advisory committees such as Education for Sustainability and the 

Student Body Organization.  These groups have the opportunity to be consulted 

and to provide input to the governance process without restricting the process of 

governing the institution.  

The structure of the governance system is designed to provide the 

councils with input from the college community in decision-making.  The 

relationship between councils and the administrators on those councils is based 

on a process of open communication of ideas.  This model provides the 

opportunity for administrators to receive input on proposed procedures before 

they are put into place, in order to assess the potential impact they may have on 

different sectors of the college.  Councils also provide an opportunity for all 

members of the college community to make proposals to improve performance 

and promote innovative, entrepreneurial proposals.  

Consultation by the administration can take many forms and involve many 

different people, depending on the issue at hand.  The administration may 

choose to weigh the counsel of various personnel or groups differently, 

depending on the circumstances.  The administration may consult with students 

and staff members and their organizations as well as faculty, weigh their 

concerns, and communicate in a timely manner.   

The College Shared Governance Model was presented to the college 

community at the beginning of fall semester 2006.  The previous committee 

structure was discarded for the new Council model.  When the model was 

presented, it was stressed that the structure was a work in progress that would 

need further clarification to improve the communication and function of each 

council.  There was a general consensus to try the new model and allow it to 

evolve.  The current version of the model can be found in Appendix C. 

A Governance Oversight Committee was established to deal with 

questions and concerns that arose with the new model.  The Governance 

Oversight Committee included members of the original task force as well as 

officers and liaisons of the Councils (see Appendix B).  The Oversight committee 
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met once or twice a month over the next two years to refine and clarify the 

model.   

During the first year of implementation, several concerns were raised by 

faculty and others regarding the model.  The relationship between faculty and the 

President was still very strained.  Proposals that were agreed upon by all 

councils would be stalled for more information or rejected by the President.  The 

Governance Oversight Committee took the suggestions from the various 

constituents and continued to modify the council operations and communication 

processes.  The suggested modifications were reported back to the councils 

during their scheduled meetings and in some cases implemented as soon as 

possible.  

A summary of Governance Model revisions was presented to the College 

community at the fall 2007 orientation.  The revisions were the result of feedback 

received by the Governance Oversight Committee.  A summary of the changes is 

listed below. 

• Added the following statement to the purpose: “Through the process of 

utilizing this model as well as the oversight task force, the College will 

be able to define more precisely actions or decisions that need to be 

part of the governance system and those that do not.  Our expectation 

for at least the first year is to err on the side of over utilizing the model”. 

• Revised Faculty Council functions to examine program evaluation 

policies. 

• Changed Administrative Council membership to Coordinator level and 

higher. 

• Clarified responsibilities of Ex-Officio members. 

• Updated Council operations, including modifying time frames for 

posting minutes, responding to proposals, and clarifying a discussion 

item versus a proposal. 

• Updated the Proposal Communication process to clarify expectations, 

improve tracking, and revise the proposal forms. 
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The Oversight Committee also identified areas that needed to be clarified during 

the 2007-08 academic year.  There was a renewed interest by the entire college 

community in utilizing and evaluating the model with the change of the college 

President in fall 2007. 

 In April 2008, a survey was conducted by the Governance Oversight Task 

Force to elicit feedback from the campus community regarding the effectiveness 

of the governance system.  Respondents (N= 59) were asked to rate the 

previous governance model and the current model for year one and year two.  

During the second year of implementation, 72% of respondents rated the new 

governance model as good to excellent.  This was higher than the rating for the 

previous governance model (52%) and significantly higher than the first year of 

the new model (23%).  Overall, 59% of respondents rated the Shared 

Governance System as working “good” to “excellent” at the time of the survey.  

Even though there was still room for improvement, respondents felt the change in 

leadership was positively impacting the effectiveness of the model. 

After obtaining the survey results, the Governance Oversight Task Force 

discussed the future direction of the group.  With the councils functioning more 

effectively, the task group felt that any additional changes to the model could 

proceed through the normal channels of the councils.  The task group 

recommended that a Governance Assessment Committee be established to 

assess the structure and function of the governance model and recommend any 

improvements to the council structure or function.  The membership of the 

committee would include the council officers and liaisons.  The committee would 

be scheduled to meet at least twice a year, once in fall and spring terms, with 

additional meetings to occur as needed.  The first meeting of this new group 

would occur fall 2008 after all new council officers were in place. 

 

HLC Recommendation 2:  Assurance of appropriate faculty involvement in 

new program development and curriculum decisions. 

 With the implementation of the new governance model, all academic 

issues went directly to the councils.  Academic proposals for new programs or 
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courses, curriculum revisions, and course revisions would begin in faculty council 

and then proceed through Administrative and Staff Councils.  Faculty Council 

created an Academic Affairs subcommittee; however, this committee was not 

recognized within the governance structure.  Initial academic proposals did not 

always contain all the required information needed for submission to the Ohio 

Board of Regents.  The proposals would be approved by Faculty Council but 

then be rejected by Administrative Council for lack of information.  It became 

apparent early in the implementation of the governance model that a different 

proposal form was needed for academic courses and programs compared to 

more generic proposals.  This became a task for the Governance Oversight 

Committee. 

During this first year, faculty voiced concerns about the lack of an 

Academic Affairs committee.  The Governance Model had an assessment 

committee that was outside the council structure; faculty recommended that an 

Academic Affairs committee be formed to deal with all academic proposals.  The 

Governance Oversight committee reviewed this recommendation and suggested 

implementation beginning fall 2007.  The Governance Oversight committee gave 

reports routinely at Council meetings updating faculty, staff, and administration 

on suggestions and improvements to the model. 

Academic Affairs was reactivated in November 2007.  Membership includes 

two faculty from each division, two academic deans, Registrar, and the Vice 

President for Academics as an ex-officio member.  The purpose of the committee 

is to review all academic proposals and ensure that all academic proposals are in 

compliance with Ohio Board of Regents regulations and NSCC Curriculum: 

Planning and Procedure Guidelines.  Functions include, but are not limited to:  

• Review and recommend approved proposals for new courses, new 

programs, and new majors within programs developed by academic 

departments and divisions. 

• Review course revision decisions made by departments. 
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• Discuss and make recommendations in reference to academic policies 

including those policies dealing with courses, curriculum, and issues 

related to instruction. 

• Review and recommend new majors.  

 

Incomplete proposals are returned to the division for further development while 

complete proposals are forwarded to Faculty Council for action.  Once approved 

by Faculty Council, proposals are sent to Administrative and Staff Council for 

information.  This ensures faculty are involved with curriculum decisions. 

 Fifty-two (52) academic proposals were reviewed by Academic Affairs 

during the 2007-08 academic year.  Forty-three (43) proposals were approved by 

Academic Affairs and Faculty Council and then forwarded to the remaining 

councils.  This committee has been meeting the goal of facilitating discussion 

among faculty of academic issues.  No changes were proposed for Academic 

Affairs at the beginning of the 2008-09 academic year. 

 

 

HLC Recommendation 3:  Creation of institutional practices that will 

promote regular and effective communication among the faculty, staff, 

administration, and Board. 

The Shared Governance Model was implemented to promote 

communication among faculty, staff, administration, and the Board.  A shared 

digital file was created to house all proposals that were presented to councils.  All 

faculty and staff have access to the shared file to view proposals.  Writing access 

is limited to council officers and academic administration.   

Anyone can submit a proposal to a council officer.  All proposals are 

assigned a tracking number and are listed on the master proposal worksheet.  

This worksheet (see Appendix D) tracks the progress of the proposal through the 

councils.  The actions taken by a Council are documented on the proposal form 

under the appropriate council section.  Comments can also be added to the 
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proposal form by the council to express any concerns or level of support for a 

proposal. 

Beginning with the 2007-08 academic year, in addition to the Council 

structure, the new President instituted campus wide meetings to promote 

communication between faculty, staff, and administration.  These meetings are 

held monthly, repeated at three sessions throughout the day and video recorded.  

The videos are placed on the college website for faculty and staff to view if they 

were unable to attend a session.  These meetings are basically sessions to share 

information on a variety of topics that affect the campus.  Time is allowed to 

highlight activities of various departments as well as provide updates.  The 

sessions have been well attended.  Session dates and topics can be found in 

Appendix E. 

 

In summary, there is a significant change in the climate at NSCC with the 

change in the presidency.  The pervasive relational and interpersonal 

disharmony that existed at the last site visit has changed to a more cooperative 

atmosphere.  Communication is more open, but by no means perfect.  

Conversations are more open with individuals feeling freer to disagree and 

discuss issues at hand.  The Governance Model is being utilized and allows the 

College to advance its initiatives.  Proposals advance through the system in a 

timely manner. 
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In February 2006, the Higher Learning Commission cited NSCC as not 

satisfactorily meeting the commission’s standards on program assessment.  The 

report stated: 

 “In discussions with the Assessment Committee, assessment of student 

learning at the college does not include multiple direct and indirect 

measure of student learning.  The Assessment Committee is unsure as to 

its role and responsibilities and as to how to provide feedback and make 

curricular changes based on assessment results.  The assessment 

process is not tied to the budgeting process.  Faculty report that the 

Assessment Committee is no longer led by a faculty member.” 

The evaluation team identified four areas for improvement that needed to be 

addressed prior to the focused visit.  Following the HLC site visit, the assessment 

committee was charged with addressing the areas for improvement.  Each of the 

recommendations will be addressed below. 

 

HLC Recommendation 4:   

Clarification of administrative and faculty responsibilities for assessment. 

Following the site visit, the roles of faculty and administrators in the 

assessment process were reviewed.  The faculty in each division are responsible 

for designing a course assessment plan.  Each assessment cycle faculty must 

determine which courses and course outcomes to assess, as well as appropriate 

assessment methods and criteria for success for each outcome.  This is often 

accomplished by the lead instructor(s) of the courses to be assessed, with 

consultation from division deans, Assessment Committee representatives, and 

other full-and part-time faculty currently teaching the course.   

Designing a program assessment plan is also the responsibility of the 

faculty member(s) in each program.  Each year, faculty must determine which 

program outcomes to assess as well as appropriate assessment methods and 

criteria for success for each outcome.  These decisions are the result of a 
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collaboration of program faculty with consultation from division Deans, 

Assessment Committee Representatives, and peers. 

Implementing the assessment plans is the responsibility of faculty 

members.  The assessment plans developed by full-time faculty responsible for 

the program are shared with part-time faculty when multiple sections of a course 

are available for assessment activities.  Assessment activities are administered 

for the course or program throughout the semester, and assessment data are 

collected and submitted to a designated faculty member. 

 Analyzing the course assessment results is primarily undertaken by the 

lead instructor(s) for the course being assessed while analysis of program 

assessment results is a collaborative effort among program faculty.  These 

individuals are expected to discuss their findings with others in the department, 

including their Deans, in order to ensure appropriate analysis of the data.  This 

analysis leads to the formation of an action plan which will address areas of 

concern and improve student learning based on assessment results.  The action 

plan is also shared with others in the department in order to gain support for 

changes being recommended. 

 Executing the action plan is the responsibility of all full-and part-time 

faculty teaching courses in the program.  This plan is generally carried out in the 

subsequent assessment cycle and the results are used to inform the 

development of the next assessment plan to be implemented for the course 

and/or program. 

Administrators are responsible to ensure that course and program 

assessment is carried out by the faculty.  This includes monitoring completion of 

course and program assessments according to the assessment schedule for 

each program.  The deans facilitate development of the assessment schedule 

and reinforce the assessment process as necessary.  The deans are then also 

responsible for incorporating program needs based on the assessment data into 

the budget.  
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HLC Recommendation 5: 

Clarification of the role, responsibilities, and make-up of the College’s 

Assessment Committee 

 

At the time of the site visit, the Assessment Committee was comprised of 

faculty from each division and the Chief Learning Officer.  Following the site visit, 

the committee reviewed the roles and responsibilities of the Assessment 

Committee.  The major role of the committee was to coordinate assessment 

activities across all academic areas.  Committee members were to regularly 

communicate assessment activities and results to the faculty/staff within the 

division that they were representing.  See Appendix F for a list of Assessment 

Committee members. 

During the 2006-07 academic year, it became apparent that the Deans 

were often left out of the loop.  Assessment plans and reports were bypassing 

the Deans and going directly to the Assessment Committee.  The Deans were 

unaware when plans and reports were submitted or not submitted.  Committee 

members encouraged their peers to submit plans and reports but they did not 

feel that they had the authority to enforce compliance with the process.   This 

issue led to all Deans becoming members of the Assessment Committee during 

the 2007-08 academic year.  Current membership includes two faculty members 

from each division (Arts & Sciences, Business, Engineering Technologies, and 

Allied Health & Public Service) and the Dean from each division.    

The committee functions were further clarified during the 2007-08 

academic year.  The Assessment Committee currently oversees assessment 

activities at the course and program levels.  The committee was formed to create 

support for assessment among faculty and staff, assist departments in planning 

for implementation of assessment, monitor yearly assessment progress to 

ensure compliance with procedures and deadlines, plan and facilitate the 

process for standardized testing, and serve as a clearing house for assessment 

results.  The specific functions of the committee are as follows: 
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• Receive annual reports for assessment activities from each area 

responsible by September 15 for the preceding academic year. 

• Determine the institutional learning outcome focus for the year and 

develop the institutional learning assessment plan. 

• Receive annual assessment plan of assessment activities from each 

area responsible fall semester of each year (October 15). 

• Monitor the assessment process and facilitate the work of the plan as 

written. 

• Serve as a resource, communication, and coordination body for 

assessment activities. 

• Assume responsibility for the process of reviewing the plan itself which 

will take place every six years, beginning with the academic year 2000-

2001. 

 

The Vice President for Academics serves as the facilitator for the 

Assessment Committee.  The VP for Academics is responsible for organizing 

and facilitating committee meetings, preparing and distributing meeting agendas, 

and guiding meeting discussions. 

 The faculty representatives are the first line of contact for faculty who have 

questions or concerns about assessment and serve as the voice of the faculty in 

each division.  The representatives are responsible for organizing assessment 

documents, sending out reminders of important assessment deadlines, and 

collecting assessment forms. 

 The primary role of the deans is to support, encourage, and facilitate the 

assessment process within their division.  The deans also carry the responsibility 

of ensuring that assessment deadlines are met, reviewing assessment forms 

before they are submitted to the Assessment Committee, and coordinating with 

faculty in the data analysis process.  Finally, the deans play a key role in helping 

to create and implement Action Plans based on assessment results. 
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HLC Recommendation 6:   

Enhancement of the College-wide plan for assessing student learning 

outcomes. 

 

 The Assessment Committee developed a master plan for assessment 

including procedures and timelines for assessment at the course, program, and 

general education levels.  The plan is based on the following underlying 

principles.  Assessment is an essential component of the overall quality of 

teaching and learning in higher education.  It involves a systematic collection of 

data and information across courses, programs, and the institution.  Assessment 

provides administration and faculty with opportunities to monitor the attainment of 

learning outcomes and to receive feedback for ongoing improvement of 

academic programs.  The overall goal of assessment is to improve student 

learning while facilitating institutional effectiveness, accountability, and 

accreditation.  The final plan was made public in December 2007. 

 While the concept of assessment is fairly complex, the process 

undertaken when conducting assessment can be summarized in six basic steps: 

1. Identify in broad terms what educational goals are valued through 

addressing institution and program mission statements. 

2. Articulate measurable objectives or learning outcomes relevant to the 

educational goals. 

3. Select appropriate methods that will provide results which can be 

analyzed and interpreted as measurement of student attainment of the 

objectives. 

4. Decide appropriate benchmarks, or criteria for success, against which the 

evidence can be measure to determine the overall level of student 

achievement. 

5. Document, communicate, and analyze assessment findings. 

6. Use feedback to develop an action plan to make curricular and 

instructional changes and to reevaluate the assessment process with the 

intent to continuously improve the quality of student learning. 
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A comprehensive and effective assessment program should include both 

direct and indirect measures of assessment and should occur at multiple levels.  

Additional considerations in the assessment plan include: 

• Faculty have primary responsibility for the development, implementation, 

and maintenance of assessment activities. 

• The work of individual students gathered for assessment purposes should 

remain confidential and be used only for the purpose of assessment.   

• Assessment of student learning is about improving learning, not evaluating 

faculty.   

• Assessment should be logical, attainable, and consistent with the 

institution’s mission 

• Assessment must provide ongoing feedback to help improve student 

learning. 

 

During the 2006-07 academic year, the Assessment Committee began the 

process of developing a college-wide plan by reviewing the roles and 

responsibilities of the assessment committee, faculty, and academic 

administration.   In addition, a review of our current assessment processes was 

completed by the assessment committee members.  This review identified many 

areas for improvement and was used to develop priorities for the team that 

attended the HLC Assessment Workshop in February 2007.  The findings are 

summarized below. 

In fall 2006, it was noted that the responsibility for managing assessment 

activities had changed over the last few years.  Prior to the 2006 HLC site visit, a 

faculty member received additional compensation to serve as assessment 

coordinator.  The coordinator’s responsibilities included drafting institutional 

assessment plans and reports, chairing the Assessment Committee, and 

compiling all assessment materials into annual reports.  Beginning in the fall of 

2005, during preparation for the February 2006 HLC site visit, these duties 

became the responsibility of the Chief Learning Officer and a faculty member 
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who was named chair of the committee.  In fall 2006, these activities were 

coordinated by the Assessment Committee and the committee chair. 

It was also noted in the fall 2006 review that course, program, and institutional 

learning outcomes were being assessed.  Most departments had established an 

assessment cycle that outlined when data from each course would be collected 

and analyzed.  The assessment cycles varied from once per year to once per 

three years.  Most academic programs had developed program assessment 

plans; however, not every program used direct measures of student learning.   

During this time, institutional assessment was still viewed by many as a 

responsibility of the Arts & Sciences Division, though the Assessment Committee 

had increasingly taken responsibility for assessment of institution-wide outcomes.  

CAAP testing and submission into e-portfolios are the primary measure of 

institutional learning outcomes. 

Many classroom techniques have changed because of assessment data.  

Collected data has also been used to make curricular changes.  For example, 

Arts & Sciences faculty researched writing performance in core courses 

(humanities, social science) and found that students who had not yet taken a 

composition course performed poorly compare to students who had; therefore, a 

co-requisite of ENG111 was established for those core courses.  Discussions 

also started on the need for writing across the curriculum.   

The 2006 review also noted that assessment data had not typically been used 

to make budget or service decisions.  A weakness was noted in the monitoring 

process which led to difficulty in highlighting various changes that occurred 

because of assessment.   

This review identified the need to clarify the roles and responsibilities of the 

assessment committee, faculty, and administration in the absence of a faculty 

assessment coordinator.  It also highlighted our need to understand how 

assessment can be used to improve curriculum and how to improve integration of 

assessment results into relevant strategic plans and budgeting.  Finally, the 

review identified the need to create buy-in at all levels into the assessment 

process. 
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After attending the assessment workshop, a timeline (Appendix G) was 

created to enhance the assessment plan of the institution and presented to the 

Assessment Committee in late February 2006.   There was little time left in the 

semester to implement the plan for 2006-07 but the process was started.  

Because the institutional learning outcomes had not been reviewed since they 

were developed, a decision was made to begin a review of the institutional 

learning outcomes. 

 

During Spring 2007, a part-time faculty member was hired with grant money 

to conduct a further review of the assessment process and complete a student 

success plan to be submitted to the Ohio Board of Regents.  This review was 

more objective than the review completed in 2006 and identified additional areas 

for improvement.  The key components of the review completed in 2007 included 

research on higher-education assessment, verification of Program Assessment 

Binders, and adoption of an Assessment Handbook.   The results of the review 

were compiled and presented to the Assessment Committee. 

 

Research 

Research on assessment in higher education was conducted in order to 

make informed decisions and to guide the assessment improvement process.  

The primary sources of research material included (1) the Higher Learning 

Commission (HLC) Handbook, (2) the Northwest State Community College 

(NSCC) 2005 Self Study Report and accompanying Assurance and 

Advancement Reports, (3) papers from the HLC 2007 Annual Meeting, (4) 

assessment information published on the websites of colleges and universities 

accredited by the HLC, and (5) the Ohio Board of Regents (OBR) statement on 

Student Success Plans.   

 The intent of studying resources (1) and (2) was to acquire information 

about the current assessment efforts being utilized at NSCC, as well as the 

expectations of the HLC pertaining to the focused visit to be conducted in spring 

2009. The research revealed that, although fairly extensive assessment activities 
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had been taking place at NSCC for several years, the institution-wide 

assessment process was not clearly organized or well-defined.  In addition, there 

were inconsistencies in documentation procedures and interpretations of the 

roles and responsibilities of the assessment committee.  It was also discovered 

that there were weaknesses in the areas of program and general education 

assessment.  Finally, there seemed to be a general unawareness and disinterest 

concerning assessment among many NSCC faculty members.    

 The purpose of researching items (3) and (4) was to analyze best 

practices of assessment adopted by institutions who had received favorable self-

study evaluations by the HLC.  Although a substantial amount of useful 

information was uncovered in this research, one of the more valuable items was 

the paper 14 Questions to Ask Yourself about Your Program Assessment Plan, 

which provided insight into improvements that could be made in our college’s 

program assessment process.  In addition, a well-developed program 

assessment process, created and implemented by Cochise Community College 

in Arizona, was discovered.  The assessment materials from Cochise were 

presented to the NSCC assessment committee as suggestions to consider for 

improving current program assessment practices.  As a result of this research, an 

assessment plan at the course, program, and institutional levels was presented 

to the Assessment Committee. 

 

Assessment Binders 

Because documentation and reporting procedures might have contributed 

to the poor assessment evaluation received by the HLC during its comprehensive 

visit in 2006, the Chief Learning Officer ordered review of the Assessment 

Binders for each of the four college divisions.  The binders were analyzed for 

content, organization, and readability.  The intent was to determine how the 

binders would read to an outsider, someone who did not work with the binders on 

a regular basis.    

 The analysis of the binders was conducted with two primary objectives: (1) 

to verify the contents of each binder according to the common Table of Contents 
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and (2) to consider the current program-level assessment plans in each division, 

one area agreed to be in need of substantial improvement.  Program-level 

assessment plans were analyzed according to the paper, 14 Questions to Ask 

about Your Program Assessment Plan.  A chart was created for each division, 

indicating missing content from binders and identifying program outcomes 

needing revision (Appendix H).  Finally, some general suggestions were made 

pertaining to the organization and readability of various sections of the binders.  

As a result of the binder verification process, the Assessment Committee took 

action to ensure clearly-stated, measurable, student-centered learning outcomes 

were identified at the college, program, and general education levels.   

 

Based on the information provided by this review, a new Course/Program 

Assessment Form was piloted by the Allied Health & Public Service Division 

during the 2007-08 academic year.  The new form incorporated the assessment 

plan and assessment report into one document versus the two separate 

documents that continued to be used by the other divisions.  It also links the 

course and program plan to the institutional learning outcomes.  After some 

minor revisions to the form, all divisions began utilizing the new form during the 

2008-09 academic year.  The new assessment form enhances readability and 

clarifies the link between assessment activities and actions taken to improve 

teaching and learning as a result of those activities.   

During the 2007-08 academic year, the institutional/general education 

learning outcomes were reviewed by the faculty.  After several discussions, the 

institutional learning outcomes (See Appendix I) were revised to include learning 

outcomes related to communication, computation, critical thinking, diversity, and 

sustainability.  These outcomes were approved by Faculty Council in spring 

2008.  The revision of the institutional learning outcomes necessitated revision of 

all curriculum maps.  This process continued during fall semester 2008. 

 

Faculty orientation for Fall semester 2008 focused on program 

assessment and program review.  It was still apparent that confusion existed 
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among faculty on what was expected for program assessment versus course 

assessment and the difference between direct and indirect assessments.  

Curriculum maps continued to be updated to incorporate the revised institutional 

learning outcomes as well as identify what types of assessments were being 

used to collect the assessment data.   

 
 

HLC Recommendation 7:   

Completion of assessment reports, based on the new college-wide 

assessment plan. 

 

 Assessment plans and reports have been submitted and will be available 

for review.  Most plans focus on course assessment.   A few program 

assessment plans were also submitted.  The discussions at the fall semester 

orientation revealed lack of understanding by many faculty on what was required 

for program assessment.  Each program was directed to develop an assessment 

schedule for all program learning outcomes and to develop an assessment plan 

for at least one program learning outcome this year.  These plans are in place for 

data collection during the 2008-09 academic year.  Much work still needs to be 

done on program assessment but great strides have been made to implement 

the assessment plan. 

 

 In summary, progress has been made in improving the assessment 

process at NSCC.  The assessment timeline developed in 2006 has been used 

as a guide to enhance the assessment plan at NSCC.  Even though not all items 

were completed in the academic year listed, work continues to complete items on 

the original timeline developed in 2006.  Faculty buy-in continues to be an issue 

but more faculty are understanding the importance and function of assessment. 
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In February 2006, the Higher Learning Commission cited NSCC as not 

satisfactorily meeting the commission’s standards on program evaluation.  The 

report stated: 

 “The College has discontinued doing regular program reviews for the last 

two years.  The evaluation team recommends that the College develop a 

comprehensive program review model and implement it as soon as 

possible” (Assurance Section, p.24). 

The evaluation team delineated two areas for improvement.  The 

recommendations will be addressed separately below. 

 

 
HLC Recommendation 8:  Create and implement a comprehensive plan for 

program review. 

 

 After the site visit, the Model for Program Evaluation developed in 1998 

was reviewed.  Some programs had completed reviews based on this model, but 

all divisions had not participated in the program review process.  This plan did 

not adequately address the new recommendations set forth by the Higher 

Learning Commission.  The Academic Deans gathered evaluation plans from 

other institutions to determine if a model existed that would work at NSCC and 

provide more useful information on the programs.  After reviewing several 

models, the Program Review Guidelines (Appendix J) were developed. 

 The HLC recommendation specifically identified elements to be included 

in the comprehensive program review plan.  The guidelines subsequently 

developed incorporated these elements into the review process.  These elements 

included: 

• Objectives of program review; 

• Roles and responsibilities for program review; 

• Procedures for program review; 

• Cycle for program review; 
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• Procedures for linking program review to planning, budgeting, and 

assessment; and 

• Procedures for including distance education courses and programs in 

program review. 

A basic assumption of the program review guidelines is that assessment, 

planning, program review, and resource allocation should be integrated for 

learning to be optimized.  The process should result in information which is useful 

for setting goals, improving the quality of the program, and meeting specialized 

accreditation criteria.  The program review process is intended to provide 

information necessary to make decisions concerning curriculum and program 

viability.  For the purpose of program review, a program is defined as: 

• A degree program or a group of closely related programs. 

• A course of study leading to a certificate or other credential. 

 

The program review process should, at a minimum, examine the following: 

• Are the program’s stated outcomes appropriate?  Do they reflect the 

requirements of employers, transfer institutions, and accrediting bodies?  

Are the outcomes measurable? 

• Are the faculty, facilities, equipment, software, and other College 

resources adequate and up to date to meet the program demands?  Are 

the requirements of accrediting bodies being met? 

• Do community needs, enrollment, and financial considerations justify the 

continuation or modification of the program or support a new program? 

 

Responsibility for the program review process is shared by the faculty 

involved with the program, the program’s advisory committee, the department 

chair (if any), and dean of the division.  The program review process consists of 

two phases: 

• A yearly review of the program by its advisory committee. 

• A comprehensive program review every four years. 
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Upon implementation of this revised program review process, all current 

programs were scheduled for an initial comprehensive review on a four-year 

cycle (see Appendix K).  When new programs are established, the program is 

scheduled for its first comprehensive review by the end of the third year.  

Reviews follow at four-year intervals thereafter. 

When a program is reviewed by external accrediting groups, the College will 

attempt to coordinate its program review process with the external accrediting 

group’s evaluation process.  In these cases, program review schedules may 

deviate from those described above, but in all cases the program will be 

reviewed once within each four-year period. 

The chief academic officer may request and approve deviations from the 

established program review cycle.  A program review may be delayed if the 

program is undergoing major revisions or changes in staff.  A program review 

may be accelerated if there are indicators that the program needs attention. 

These indicators include: 

• Complaints from students or from employers of graduates. 

• Enrollment or graduation declines. 

• Poor revenue versus expenses ratio. 

• Lack of qualified faculty to support the program. 

• Lack of job opportunities for graduates in the field. 

 

A yearly program review would occur during advisory committee/focus group 

meetings.  The major focus of discussion for the annual review would include the 

following items: 

• Review of the preceding year’s outcomes assessment, findings, and 

recommendations. 

• Trends in the field which should be considered. 

• Changes recommended in the program’s outcomes, content, or courses. 

• Recommendations in the last four-year program review report and the 

status those of recommendations. 
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Any recommendations coming from these discussions would be reviewed with 

the faculty and dean of the division.  Proposed changes in the program and/ or 

courses would be processed through the governance model.   

 
The comprehensive review is completed every four years.  A program review 

committee will be appointed by the dean of the division, in collaboration with the 

chief academic officer, to perform the four-year review of the program.  This 

committee will be composed of at least one faculty member responsible for the 

program, a faculty member who does not teach in the program, and one to three 

other professionals not currently associated with the program.  The outside 

professionals on the committee will be chosen from among the following groups: 

• Employers of graduates 

• Alumni who completed the program at least two years earlier 

• Professionals practicing in the field 

The dean or department chair in charge of the program and the faculty who teach 

in the program will work together to select the faculty member who does not 

teach in the program and the outside professionals who will serve on the 

committee.  Faculty may volunteer for a particular program review committee by 

notifying the appropriate the dean.  

The faculty who teach in the program will collect and organize the program 

materials that will be reviewed by the committee.  This may include, but is not 

limited to: 

• College mission statement 

• College catalog 

• Program outcomes 

• Staffing information 

• Syllabi 

• Handouts from courses 

• Requirements of accrediting bodies 

• Recommendations of professional organizations 
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• Outcomes assessments 

• Student evaluations and comments 

• The annual reports submitted since the previous four-year review 

• The previous four-year review report 

In addition, program faculty and the department chair or dean will determine what 

program data and what program statistics should be collected in addition to the 

required budget, faculty and student data.  

 The program materials are shared with the review committee prior to the 

scheduled meeting date.  The faculty member who teaches in the program will 

chair the committee, lead the discussion by the review committee, and write the 

final report.  During the discussion of the program, the review committee uses the 

materials provided and the results of the campus visit to attempt to identify: 

• The strengths of the program. 

• The weaknesses of the program. 

• Recommendations for continuing or improving the program. 

• Recommendations for development of new programs. 

The chair of the review committee forwards the report to the dean of the division.  

The dean gives copies of the final report to the faculty who teach in the program 

and the chief academic officer. 

The last step of the four-year review is an administrative review.  The chief 

academic officer, the dean and department chair supervising the program, and 

the program faculty member from the review committee review the four-year 

program review report.  This meeting focuses on indentifying trends that need to 

be addressed and the status of the program.  Finally an action plan for the 

program is developed.  Program faculty and the dean will be responsible for 

implementing the action plan. 
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HLC Recommendation 9:  Complete and document at least three program 

reviews from diverse educational programs, based on the new model. 

 

 It has been a challenge to obtain the budget, student, and faculty data 

needed to adequately complete the annual and comprehensive program reviews.  

One difficulty was presented by the conversion of all college records to a new 

administrative software system.  The IT department was stretched thin with the 

conversion to the Banner system so response to requests for data was often 

slow.  Reports needed which were not part of the packaged programs meant new 

reports had to be written to retrieve information from the Banner system.  

Operations using modules within Banner went “live” at different times over the 

last few years.  Therefore, data needed to complete reports had to be retrieved 

from both the old and new systems depending on which modules were operating.  

This slowed the completion of program reviews. 

Budget data seemed to offer the greatest challenge.  The old evaluation 

model used formulas to determine the income and expenses for a program.  The 

new model was based on actual budget expenditures for a department with 

income based on FTE from all courses that students took within the major and 

from enrollment in courses within the program’s budget.  Each division had their 

own set of challenges in obtaining the budget data.  As a result, new budget 

codes have been developed in Business and Engineering technologies to 

facilitate program evaluation in the future. 

Two comprehensive reviews were submitted by Accounting and Office 

Administrative Services in May 2007; however, these two programs did not 

complete the review committee or administrative review processes.  When the 

current Vice President for Academics reviewed the documents in June 2008, 

they were found to be incomplete.  Since the administrative review occurred one 

year after submission, feedback was provided to the programs for improvement 

for the next comprehensive review.  The programs were kept on the same review 

cycle. 
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As of November 2008, two programs have completed the comprehensive 

program review – Human Services Technology and Information Technology.   

The comprehensive reviews for Associate of Science and Associate of Arts 

programs are in process.  The review committee meeting has been scheduled for 

the Arts & Science programs.  The goal is to complete the entire process by the 

end of fall semester.  The original program review schedule has been updated 

and programs are targeted for completion of the review during the 2008-09 

academic year. 
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While much has been accomplished since the February 2006 site visit, the 

college recognizes that work remains to be done in relation to governance, 

program assessment, and program review.  The climate is more cooperative and 

communications are more open.  We realize to maintain and continue to improve 

the climate, all parties need to continue to communicate on a regular basis and 

discuss issues.  The new governance structure that was adopted continues to be 

revised to improve its efficiency and promote effective communication.  The 

councils have seen active participation from faculty, staff, and administration.   

The assessment plan has been reviewed and updated.  Institutional 

learning outcomes have been revised and curriculum maps have been updated.  

Assessment schedules for course and program learning outcomes have been 

developed.  There remains confusion among faculty about expectations of 

program assessment; however, more faculty are getting on board.  We will 

continue to work with faculty to clarify the program assessment process.  

Program assessment plans have been developed and will be available for 

review. 

Program review guidelines have been developed and implementation has 

begun.  A comprehensive process was initiated to attain a thorough review of 

academic programs.  The process includes faculty, administration, and 

individuals from outside the college.  Attempts have been made to clarify the 

differences between program review and program assessment; however, some 

confusion remains in this area.  We will continue to work with faculty and the 

academic deans to clarify the program review process.   

As we prepare for our next comprehensive visit in 2011, we look forward 

to showing continued progress in all of these areas. 
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President’s Cabinet and Academic Deans 

 

Name Current Position Position held at time of 
1996 site visit 

Stuckey Thomas President Executive Vice President 
 

Krueger Cindy Vice President for Academics Dean, Allied Health & 
Public Service 
 

Wylie Thomas Vice President for Workforce 
Development 

Associate Vice President 
for Workforce Development 
& Dean Engineering 
Technologies 
 

Yoder Mari Vice President for Institutional 
Advancement 
 

N/A 

Ciaciuch Denis Director of Human Resources Same 
 

Cooper Kyle Executive Director of 
Information Technology 
 

Director of Technology 

Geer Cheryl Interim Director of Admissions 
 

Administrative 
Assistant/Student Success 
Advocate Liaison 
 

Powell Richard Director of Administrative 
Services 

Chair, Engineering 
Technology 
 

Rotroff Kristi Interim Director of Student 
Resources 
 

Library Director 

Soards Kathy Chief Fiscal Officer Director of Finance 
 

Burklo Dan  Dean of Engineering 
Technologies 

Chair, Plastics Engineering 
Technology 
 

Evans Lana Dean of Arts & Sciences Same 
 

Plessner Von Dean of Business Same 
 

Short Karen Dean of Nursing Director of Practical 
Nursing program 
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Governance Task Force Membership 
2006 

 
Natalie Brandon Student Services, Non-teaching faculty 
Michael Brown Public Relations 
Denis Ciaciuch Human Resources 
Sherry Howard Faculty – Arts & Sciences 
Cindy Krueger Dean Allied Health & Public Service 
Richard Powell Engineering Department Chair / Faculty 
Carol Schwartz Distance Learning Coordinator 
Ed Singer Faculty – Arts & Sciences 
Dianne Wendt Faculty – Allied Health & Public Service 
Martin White Chief Information Officer 
Larry Zuvers Bookstore Manager 

 
 
 

 

 
 

Governance Oversight Committee Membership 
2006-07 

 
Lori Bird Faculty Council Chair, Nursing Faculty 
Michael Brown Public Relations 
Denis Ciaciuch Human Resources 
Sherry Howard Faculty – Arts & Sciences 
Cindy Krueger Dean Allied Health & Public Service 
Tami Norris Administrative Council Secretary 
Rosalie Rosebrock Staff Council, Secretary 
Michael Schneider Staff Council, Chair 
Carol Schwartz Distance Learning Coordinator 
Ed Singer Faculty – Arts & Sciences 
Dianne Wendt Faculty – Allied Health & Public Service 
Martin White Administrative Council, Chair 
Larry Zuvers Bookstore Manager 
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Governance Oversight Committee Membership 

2007-08 
 

Lori Bird Faculty Council Chair, Nursing Faculty 
Michael Brown Public Relations 
Denis Ciaciuch Human Resources 
Nancy Dunson Staff Council, Chair 
Gloria Graber Staff Council, Secretary 
Sherry Howard Faculty – Arts & Sciences 
Andy Kozal Faculty Council Secretary 
Cindy Krueger Dean Allied Health & Public Service 
Tami Norris Administrative Council Chair 
Rosalie Rosebrock Staff Council 
Carol Schwartz Distance Learning Coordinator 
Ed Singer Faculty – Arts & Sciences 
Dianne Wendt Faculty – Allied Health & Public Service 
Larry Zuvers Bookstore Manager 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
The strategic planning committee established a task force to revise the shared governance 
model.  The task force has developed a system of governance intended to promote open 
communication for deliberation of college matters and to convey recommendations to the 
college President.  The drawing on page 7 depicts the governance structure; pages 11-19 
describe its processes.  This is a living document and continuous quality improvement will be 
used to assess its effectiveness. 
 
 
REVISION OF NORTHWEST STATE COMMUNITY COLLEGE’S SHARED GOVERNANCE 
 
Northwest State Community College’s shared governance model is being revised in response 
to recommendations made by the HLC evaluation team as part of their comprehensive 
evaluation visit and February 20-22, 2006.  In their report to the Higher Learning Commission, 
the team wrote, “Shared governance practices at the college are dysfunctional.  …  
Consequently, the activities and operations neither reflect agreement, consensus, nor the 
involvement of the institutional community (pg 9)…the College’s effectiveness is at risk, due to 
conflicts between the administration, and faculty and staff.  The College’s ability to advance as 
an organization is dependent on the resolution of these conflicts.  (Assurance Section pg 3).”    
 
Subsequent to receiving the HLC draft report the strategic planning committee discussed how 
to address these issues.  A revision in governance was proposed as a way to increase the 
participation in the governance process and to increase cross-campus communication. 
 
A task force was established in Fall 2006 by the strategic planning committee to revise the 
shared governance model.  The work of that task force on shared governance continues to 
recommend changes to enhance the effectiveness of the model.  Future revisions will be 
proposed by the councils or governance assessment committee and approved through the 
councils. 
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SHARED GOVERNANCE 
 

In an era of significant educational change, the success of Northwest State and the positive 
morale of personnel are dependent upon continued use of collective intelligence of the college 
community in planning and decision-making.  Shared governance involves mutual participation 
in the development of decisions by faculty, administration, and staff, requiring shared 
confidence among the constituent groups.  This requires extensive sharing of information and a 
shared understanding that college personnel and administrators strive always for informed 
mutual support through shared governance dialogue.  This model defines the roles that faculty, 
staff, and administrators should play in shared responsibility and cooperative action.  The 
model also defines a process for distributing authority, power, and influence for decisions 
among campus constituencies. 
 
In the last few years, “a complex of forces have cascaded on community colleges and rendered 
traditional structures and systems obsolete. 

• Students and constituencies outside of college walls have become more and 
more critical of the quality of service they receive, and expect something to be 
done about it. 

• New competitors are fast at work reshaping the postsecondary education market 
by creating value for students in ways that surpass traditional colleges. 

• Pressures for accountability and performance documentation have intensified as 
state and federal agencies seek to control costs and improve student outcomes. 

• Four-year colleges and universities are constantly setting new rules for transfer 
and student recruitment that threaten to alter existing relationships with 
community colleges. 

 
These forces contribute to a phenomenon of compression that brings a different perspective to 
shared governance and calls upon community colleges to respond in unusual ways….In this 
environment, there is a need for speed, and current shared governance based on consultation 
and empowerment may not be able to keep pace.”  (Alfred, R.) 

 
The model being presented here attempts to mitigate the phenomenon of compression by 
addressing issues that need to be distributed and responded to in the governance system.  
Other issues should remain under the purview of a constituency within the campus community 
such as a specific council, task force, or person. 
 
Shared governance is a participative model for providing a governance structure for 
organizations.  While the model is participative, in and of itself, “shared governance is not a 
democracy.  It is an accountability-based approach to structure in which there is a clear 
expectation that all members of a system participate in its work.”  (Jacobs, L.) 
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THE COLLEGE’S FOUNDATION FOR SHARED GOVERNANCE 
 
Any governance model developed must reflect the College’s mission, vision, values, and 
strategic goals as established by the College Board of Trustees and be able to function within 
their bounds.   
 
NSCC’s MISSION: 
 To serve, by creating opportunities which maximize the potential of individuals, 
communities, and organizations through transformational learning. 
 
NSCC’s — CALL TO SERVICE: 
To be an innovative leader providing access to those who seek to learn. 
To be committed to the development of human potential. 
To be a leader and partner in economic and community development. 
To be a skillful steward of resources accountable to our varied stakeholders. 
 
Transformational learning is a key concept that is repeated in the mission and the strategic 
framework.  Transformational learning is defined as learning that changes and improves the 
lives of individuals and communities. 
 
NSCC’s — Strategic Goals  
Northwest State is committed to and will be recognized for providing individuals, communities, 
and organizations… 

• The opportunity to engage in a curriculum that promotes transformational learning. 

• Proactive access to those who seek to learn. 

• The opportunity to build community by creating and enhancing positive relationships. 

• Dynamic service that inspires. 
 
NSCC’s — VISION: 
 Serving as a beacon of leadership, Northwest State Community College will be a 
gateway, its people the keystone, to a sustainable future. 
 
NSCC’s vision to become a beacon of leadership is established on the basis that a 
comprehensive community college provides transfer education, career programs, 
developmental education, and community outreach.  The NSCC mission further defines our 
vision through the call to service: providing access, developing human potential, partnering in 
economic and community development, and being a skillful steward of resources.  
 
 NSCC’s — VALUES: 
 Respect for diversity of people, experiences, and ideas 
 Innovation through creativity 
 Service to our communities and to the world 
 Excellence through transformational and life-long learning 
 

These values are the principles, standards, and ideals that form the foundation for the college’s 
actions.  These values reveal what the college strives for and helps define the identity of the 
college.  
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PURPOSE OF THE COLLEGE SHARED GOVERNANCE MODEL  

The purpose of the college shared governance model is to organize the constituent groups of 
the College in order to more effectively deliberate on the means to achieve the ends 
statements as set forth by the Board of Trustees.  The governance model is intended to 
promote open communication for deliberation of college matters and to convey 
recommendations to the college President.  

Council recommendations that receive the President’s approval become the procedures that 
direct day-to-day administrative, faculty, or staff actions.  These procedures: are reflective of 
certain values or “end statements” issued from the Board; ensure orderly conduct for fairness 
and effectiveness; and delegate to person(s) or group(s) appropriate authority with the means 
to act.  

Not all decisions or actions taken by constituent members of the campus community are, can, 
or should be matters of deliberation for the campus governance model.  The function of the 
governance model is primarily to ensure appropriate deliberation and communication of 
decisions.   

Through the process of utilizing this model as well as the oversight task force, the College will 
be able to define more precisely actions or decisions that need to be part of the governance 
system and those that do not.  Our expectation, for at least the first year, is to err on the side of 
over utilizing the model.  

On any given day at the college, there are countless actions and decisions taken without direct 
involvement by the campus wide governance model.  These actions or decisions are made in 
the context of clear, or mutually agreed upon, procedures already in place or with the 
recognition that a new procedure needs to be established.  Such procedures provide the 
parameters within which even the day-to-day decisions are made.  Day-to-day operational 
actions by administration, faculty, or staff are not generally of concern to the campus 
governance model.  
 
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING 

It is expressly understood and agreed that collective bargaining units have been recognized by 
the college, and that those units and the parent organization have the rights and obligations of 
exclusive representation of their eligible membership for the purposes of such bargaining and 
for all other legal purposes, as established by the applicable sections of the Ohio Revised 
Code.  Nothing in this system has the intent or purpose of establishing rival employee 
organizations, or of limiting employee or managerial rights under existing, proposed, or future 
collective bargaining agreements, or of restricting management’s rights or obligations.  
Furthermore, should any of the activities provided for by this rule be found to be contrary to law 
or to a negotiated agreement, it is mutually understood that the law and applicable collective 
bargaining agreement supersede and take precedence over any provisions herein contained.   
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THE GOVERNANCE MODEL 

 

 

 

 

The model represented above indicates the importance of assessment in this governance 
structure of the college.  To be an institution that makes “data informed” decisions all 
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Reflected within the model as well are non-council groups and advisory committees such as 
Education for Sustainability and the Student Body Organization.  These groups have the 
opportunity to be consulted and to provide input to the governance process without restricting 
the process of governing the institution.  *1  

The structure of the governance system is designed to provide the councils with input from the 
college community in decision-making.  The relationship between councils and the 
administrators on those councils is based on a process of open communication of ideas.  This 
model provides the opportunity for administrators to receive input on proposed procedures 
before they are put into place, in order to assess the potential impact they may have on 
different sectors of the college.  Councils should also provide an opportunity for all members of 
the college community to make proposals to improve performance, promote innovation and 
entrepreneurial proposals for new opportunities.  

Consultation by the administration can take many forms and involve many different people, 
depending on the issue at hand.  The administration may choose to weigh the counsel of 
various personnel or groups differently, depending on the circumstances.  The administration 
may consult with students and staff members and their organizations as well as faculty, and 
weigh their concerns and will communicate in a timely manner.  .  
 

For the sake of confidentiality of personnel or other confidential matters, the administration has 
the right to determine the appropriate level of specificity of the information given to the shared 
governance bodies and maintains management rights and responsibilities. 
 
 
One of the major features of this model is that assessment is a key component of the 
governance structure.  By assessing what we do as an institution we provide data both 
internally and externally.  Not only is student learning assessed, but also a variety of other 
factors that will demonstrate our commitment to the College’s mission, as well as how 
effectively the College is fulfilling that mission. 
 
The model indicates that assessment is not just the responsibility of one group but of all 
councils and departments of the college.  Each council will need to assess areas under their 
purview.  For example, the assessment of student learning needs to be faculty driven, as such, 
the faculty council will need to lead assessment efforts.  All councils have a responsibility to 
develop assessment and reporting methodologies that will provide data to the college for use in 
planning and continuous improvement. 
 
 

                                                           
1
 *Participation of students at this level is intended to give them a place within the structure allowing the institution 

to meet the recommended standard set forth in the AAUP document on government that “ways should be found to 
permit significant student participation within the limits of attainable effectiveness.  The obstacles to such 
participation are large and should not be minimized: inexperience, untested capacity, a transitory status which 
means that present action does not carry with it subsequent responsibility, and the inescapable fact that the other 
components are in a position of judgment over the students.”(American Association of University Professors) 
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GOVERNANCE ASSESSMENT COMMITTEE 
 
The Governance Assessment committee will assess the structure and function of the Shared 
Governance Model and recommend any improvements in the council structure or functions.  
Membership will include Council Chairs, Secretaries, and Liaisons from each council, as well 
as anyone interested in providing input into the operations of the Councils.  The committee 
should meet at least once during the month of October and March each year.  Additional 
meetings can be called by any officer of the member Councils.  The Vice President for 
Academics will ensure the first meeting occurs each year.   
 
 
ASSESSMENT COMMITTEE 
 
The Assessment Committee includes representatives from all Councils.  The committee is 
responsible for the development of common assessment forms and processes.  The 
Assessment committee members verify that assessment activities are occurring across the 
campus.  During fall semester each year, a comprehensive report is prepared and shared with 
the Councils that includes, but is not limited to:  

• Assessment of institutional learning outcomes 

• Program evaluation results from departments 

• Program learning outcome assessment from departments 

• Course learning outcomes assessment from departments 
 
 
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 
 
Beginning Fall 2007, Academic Affairs was reactivated to review all academic proposals.  The 
committee ensures all academic proposals are in compliance with Ohio Board of Regents 
regulations and NSCC Curriculum: Planning and Procedure guidelines.  
 
Functions may include but are not limited to: 
Review and recommend approved proposals for new courses, new programs, and new majors 
within programs developed by academic departments and divisions 
Review course revision decisions made by departments 
Discuss and make recommendations in reference to academic policies including those policies 
dealing with courses, curriculum, and issues related to instruction 
Review and recommend new majors  
 
Incomplete proposals are returned to the division for further development while complete 
proposals are forwarded to Faculty Council for action.  Proposals are sent to Administrative 
and Staff Council for Information. 
 
Membership: 
 2 Faculty from each division (total 8) 
 2 Academic Deans 
 Registrar 
 Ex-officio: Chief Learning Officer 
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NON-COUNCIL GROUPS 
 
It is expected that external or internal groups will continue to provide vital information and 
direction to the departments or institutional organizations.  These groups will largely function 
outside of the College governance model.  However, these groups are encouraged to forward 
concerns and proposals to the appropriate council.  These groups may also present requests 
for the budget at the budget hearings as appropriate.  Examples of these groups include: 

• NWOhio5 

• Education for Sustainability 

• Advisory Committees 

• Student Body Organization 
 
 
 
 
COUNCIL STRUCTURES 
 
 
Faculty Council 
 

Purpose: 
The purpose of the Faculty Council is to initiate, develop, and modify proposals concerning 
academic and curricular issues to be forwarded to the President.  Additionally, the council will 
discuss other issues related to student learning and teaching as appropriate. 
 
Functions may include but are not limited to: 
Assess student learning 
Provide data for strategic planning 
Develop tactical plans for academic and curricular issues 
Develop academic proposals 
Evaluate program evaluation policies 
Review and recommend academic proposals approved by Academic Affairs 
Review the elimination of academic programs/services 
Appoint objective grievance hearing committees for academic grievances 
Promote Student retention 
 
Membership 
 
The faculty council will include all full-time and adjunct faculty, non-teaching professionals, and 
library director.  The Chief Learning Officer will be an ex-officio member.  Liaisons from the 
other two councils will be part of this council. 
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Staff Council 
 
Purpose 
The purpose of the Staff Council is to initiate, develop, and modify proposals concerning issues 
surrounding college services and processes carried out by the staff.  Additionally, the council 
will discuss other issues related to College services as appropriate. 
 
Functions may include but are not limited to: 
Develop assessment plans for college services 
Develop tactical plans for college services, such as: 

Library Staff 
Copy Center  
Bookstore 
Food Services 
Buildings & Grounds  
Computer technology and labs 
Office coverage 
Switchboard 

 
 
 
Membership 
Membership will include graded personnel, coordinator level and below and non-graded staff 
personnel including part-time employees.  The Chief Operating Officer will be an ex-officio 
member of this council.  Liaisons from the other two councils will be part of this council. 
 
 
Administrative Council 
 
Purpose 
The purpose of the Administrative Council is to initiate, develop, and modify proposals 
concerning issues surrounding management and organizational issues.  Additionally, the 
council will discuss other issues related to college matters as appropriate. 
 
 
Functions may include but are not limited to: 
Develop assessment plans for the organization 
Develop strategic and tactical plans for the organization, such as: 

Management 
Organizational issues 
Public relations and marketing 
Budget management and development 
Business and Industry training planning 

 
Membership 
Membership will include graded personnel from coordinator level and higher.  The college 
President will be an ex-officio member.  Liaisons from the other two councils will be on this 
council, as well.
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ROLES OF COUNCIL MEMBERS 
 
Members: All members of each group are considered active members of their respective 
councils with a responsibility to participate in the deliberative process of their council.  
 
 
Chair: The chair  

• conducts meetings according to the schedule established at the beginning of each year; 

• calls special meetings as needed; 

• serves as the contact person for his or her council; 

• establishes meeting procedures with the council members; 

• receives proposals from other councils. 
 
 
Secretary: The secretary 

• prepares the agenda;  

• reports the minutes; 

• makes arrangements for meetings (room reservations, technology); 

• serves as the chair in their absence. 
 
 
Liaisons: While they are not members of the council to which they are appointed, liaisons 
represent their respective councils in meetings as advocates; to ensure that proposals are 
reviewed appropriately   Liaisons must communicate fully and accurately the proceedings and 
deliberations of council meetings to ensure effectiveness of the governance process.  
 
Ex-Officio Members: Ex-officio members serve as senior administration representatives to 
each of the councils. They represent administration in meetings as advocates; to ensure that 
proposals are reviewed appropriately.  
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COUNCIL OPERATIONS 
 

1. Councils will be expected to meet monthly on regularly scheduled days and times.  
Council members will set the dates and times for meetings in September for the entire 
year (academic or calendar year, as appropriate). 

 
2. Councils will select a chair, secretary, and liaisons annually and will establish their 

meeting rules and format, as appropriate. 
 

3. Each council shall build consensus in making recommendations representing the 
collective view of that council. 

 
4. Councils are expected to develop committees or task forces, as needed, to conduct their 

business in an efficient manner. 
 

5. Councils will develop internal mechanisms to receive and discuss ideas and concepts 
that are not ready to be formalized as proposals for action. 

 
6. Councils shall provide written documentation of requests or procedures to be 

communicated to other councils.  The “Proposal/Input Request Form” must be used for 
this process. 

 
7. Councils will be expected to publish their agendas in electronic format at least 5 working 

days prior to each meeting in time to provide college personnel time to prepare. 
 

8. Councils will be expected to report their minutes electronically, including proposals for 
other councils and recommendations to the President within 7 – 10 working days after a 
meeting.  

 
9. Formal responses to proposals from other councils must be made within 30 calendar 

days from the date the proposal was received.  
 

10. Use of expedited shared governance is intended to shorten the time necessary to 
respond to issues not to by-pass the deliberative process.  Documentation of the 
expedited process must be reported using the Proposal/Input Request Form. 

 
11. Councils may establish task groups within or between councils at any time in the 

proposal development process, including after proposals have been agreed to and are 
in the process of implementation. 

 
12. Decisions between councils will be made by consensus. 

 
13. All council meetings will be open to all interested persons. 

 
14. Recommendations from Councils will be forwarded to the President and the President 

will reply within a reasonable time to each recommendation. 
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COMMUNICATION OF AGENDA ITEMS AND COUNCIL DISCUSSIONS TO THE CAMPUS 
 

• Agendas and minutes of meetings will be posted on the intranet.   
 

• Liaisons will report to their representative council, on council meetings attended and be 
available to provide background on discussions that occurred in those meetings. 

 

• Each council will report council minutes, proposals, and proposal/input request 
responses in electronic format on a monthly basis.  These documents will also be 
forwarded to the ex-officio council member to be reported to the president for final 
decision. 

 

• The President will communicate the results of the governance process to the campus 
community and Board of Trustees as appropriate. 

 
 

COMMUNICATION BETWEEN COUNCILS  
 
Communication between councils will partially be the responsibility of the respective liaisons.  
While they are not members of the council to which they are appointed, liaisons represent their 
respective councils in meetings as advocates, to ensure that proposals are appropriately 
reviewed.  Liaisons must communicate fully and accurately the proceedings and deliberations 
of council meetings to ensure effectiveness of the governance process.   
 
Communication between councils should be in electronic format.  This allows the 
communication to be efficient and ensures that a record is maintained, which serves to 
preserve the openness of the process. 
 
Proposal/Input Requests developed within or submitted to a council, will be handled according 
to the following proposal communications process. 
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PROPOSAL/INPUT REQUEST COMMUNICATIONS PROCESS 
 

This communications process is established as part of the governance model.  It is intended to 
facilitate communications by establishing a reporting and feedback process for communications 
throughout the college. 
 
Proposals/Input Requests may be developed and submitted for consideration from all quarters 
of the college community including non-council groups. 
 
I.  Proposals/Input request forms and related guidelines within the governance system must be 
submitted in electronic format containing the name(s) of the individual(s) initiating the proposal 
using the proposal request form: 
 

A. The office of the President, the secretary or council chair, receiving the document will 
assign a tracking number to the proposal/information request. They, will also place a 
copy of the proposal/input request in the Proposals folder of the Governance directory 
located on the H:/ drive. Finally, they will enter the tracking number, proposal title, the 
first initial and last name of the author/s and the date that the document was received on 
the master proposal tracking spreadsheet.  

 
B. Proposals need to be written in such way that they are clear and actionable.  
Proposals that are not actionable, or are not clear, will be returned for revision.   

 
C. Once accepted, proposals/input requests will be placed on the council’s agenda for 
their next meeting for consideration.  Councils will act upon proposals/input requests as 
soon as possible.  Forms received after a council’s agenda has been published will 
normally be included in the agenda for the next meeting.  However, proposals/input 
requests not on the published agenda can be considered as needed with the consent of 
the council members. 

 
D. After a proposal has been considered, the council will indicate its action in relation to 
the proposal with an explanation on the proposal/input request form in the H:/ drive.  
Responses could be, but are not limited to: 

 
  Support and forward 
  Support for further development 

Non-support of proposal 
  Refer to the President 
   
  (Note: Councils should indicate desired revisions to a proposal in the comments 

section associated with their council.)  
 
 E. Councils will normally provide their response to input requests in the comments 

section of the proposal/input request form associated with their council. 
 
F.  When a proposal is marked as support for further development the originating council 
shall be notified via email of the result so that they can take the proposal under review.   
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G. The ex-officio council member will then have the opportunity to provide their 
comments on the proposal/input request in addition to their concurrence with, or dissent 
from, the council’s recommendation. 

 
II. When a council receives notice of a proposal, it will be added to the council’s next meeting 
agenda for consideration. 
 

A. After the proposal has been considered, the council will indicate its action in relation 
to the proposal with an explanation on the form.  Responses could be, but are not 
limited to: 

 
  Support and forward 
  Support for further development 

Non-support of proposal 
  Refer to the President 
 

B. The ex-officio council member will then have the opportunity to provide their 
comments on the proposal in addition to their concurrence with or dissent from the 
council’s action. 

 
III. Program/Course Proposal Requests submitted within the governance system must be 
submitted in electronic format using the Program or Course proposal request form to 
Administrative Assistant to the Chief Learning Officer: 
 

A. Upon receiving the document the Administrative Assistant will assign a tracking 
number to the proposal. They, will also place a copy of the proposal in the Proposals 
directory of the Governance directory located on the H:/ drive. Finally, they will enter the 
tracking number, proposal title, the first initial and last name of the author/s and the date 
that the document was received on the master proposal tracking spreadsheet.  

 
B. The Chair of Academic Affairs is notified of the proposal submission.  A complete 
proposal will include the appropriate OBR forms and course information. 
 
C. The academic affairs committee will act upon proposals as soon as possible.  
Proposals received after the committee’s agenda has been published will normally be 
included in the agenda for the next meeting.  However, proposals not on the published 
agenda can be considered as needed with the consent of the committee members. 
 
D. Upon approval but Academic Affairs, the proposal is forwarded to Faculty Council for 
approval and Administrative and Staff Councils for information. 
 
E.  Faculty Council will act upon proposals/input requests as soon as possible.  Forms 
received after a council’s agenda has been published will normally be included in the 
agenda for the next meeting.  However, proposals/input requests not on the published 
agenda can be considered as needed with the consent of the council members. 
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F. After a proposal has been considered, the council will indicate its review or action in 
relation to the proposal with an explanation on the academic proposal request form in 
the H:/ drive.   

 
G. When a proposal is marked as nonsupport by Faculty Council, the proposal is 
returned to Academic Affairs for further development.   

 
 
IV. The proposal is then forwarded to the president. 
 

A. The president will review and add comments to the academic proposal as needed.  
 

B.  The President’s recommendations for adoption will be forwarded to the board by the 
president or included in the institution’s policies and procedures, as appropriate.  The 
board’s action on proposals will be reported to the campus as part of the board minutes.  
Procedures will be reviewed by the senior leaders for final approval, communicated to 
the entire campus, and then included in the procedures manual. 
 

 
V. Ex-officio council members will report on governance as part of bi-monthly reports to the 
board of trustees. 
 
VI. At least once each semester college personnel will be briefed on the work and 
recommendations of each council. 
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Curriculum: Planning and Procedures Guidelines 
 

Curriculum:  Curriculum refers to individual courses or program of such courses which is 
offered by the College.  Programs may lead to an associate degree or they may be a 
technical major.  Five curricular categories are addressed: new course, single course 
change, experimental course, program proposal, and program revision. 
  
Curricular Procedures:  Curricular proposals may be suggested by faculty, 
administrators, students, advisory committee members, or individuals or groups external 
to the College. 
 
Each division shall develop its own procedures for handling curricular matters.  This 
procedure shall include a review of the proposal by division faculty members prior to 
being considered by the councils. 
 
Proposals will be evaluated in relationship to the following criteria: 
 

• Proposals should be developed by individuals within the instructional area. 
 

• Proposals should be appropriate to a particular division. 
 

• Proposals should be related to the division=s long-range plans. 
 

• Proposals should have the support of the majority of division and/or advisory 
committee members. 

 

• Proposals should not duplicate an existing credit course. 
 

• Proposed course(s) should be numbered appropriately. 
 

• Proposed course(s) should meet TAG requirements, when applicable. 
 

• The proposal=s title should reflect the nature of the course/program content. 
 

• Credit hours should be appropriate in relationship to similar courses and programs at 
the College. 

 

• Proposals should be developed in a way which maximizes transferability, if the 
course is intended for transfer.   

 

• Proposals should be within the scope of the College=s mission. 
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Course Proposal Request Form:   
This form should be used for new course, single course change, and 
experimental courses. 

 
New Course -  the addition of any new course except a course that is being offered on 

an experimental basis. 
 

• A new course must be approved 10 weeks prior to the anticipated startup 
semester. 

 
 
Single Course Change - deletions or modification of description, configuration, or credit 

hours. 
 

• Editorial changes need only be submitted for information only.  
 
 
Experimental Course - the purpose of an experimental course is to allow for testing a 

course to determine its appropriateness as a permanent course offering.  
These are limited offerings of innovative, non-traditional courses which are 
not necessarily intended to become a permanent part of the course 
offerings. 

 

• An experimental course must be approved prior to beginning of the semester it 
will be offered. 

 

• No experimental course will be offered more than three times, and approval to 
such a course will be valid for a one-year period. 

 

• The Division Dean will assume responsibility for housing the course outlines and 
will monitor the number of times experimental courses are offered within the 
approved time frame. 

 
 
Academic Program Proposal Request Form 

This form should be used for new program / major proposals and revisions to 
existing programs. 
 

Revision to Existing Program  
Revisions to existing programs include course changes/additions/deletions 
and/or modifying the sequence of courses offered in a major.  This category 
would also include a name change for a technology or a major and the change of 
a technology to a major. 

 

• Revisions to existing programs require Council approval. 

• Submit OBR form 402.08 with proposal form.
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New Program 
 
Refer to the Ohio Board of Regents Operating Manual for Two-Year Campus Programs 
for all new program / major proposals. 
 
The OBR Request for Preliminary Approval and OBR Request for Formal Approval 
need to be completed in addition to the NSCC Program Proposal form. 
 

• OBR Form 402.08  - needed for all program / major proposals. 

• OBR 401.03 and 401.04 for Preliminary Approval only 

• OBR 402.06 – 402.09 for Formal OBR proposals. 
 

Course proposal forms need to be submitted for each new course or revised course in 
the program.  
 

• Council approval required prior to OBR submission. 

• Board of Trustee Approval required. 

• OBR approval required:  Preliminary approval will be withdrawn if a formal 
proposal for Board of Regents’ consideration has not been submitted within two 
years of the date preliminary approval was granted. 
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Council Officer Duties Checksheet 
 

Chair  

� Conducts meetings according to the schedule established at the beginning of 

each year 

� Collect items for agenda and coordinate with secretary 

� Calls special meetings as needed 

� Serves as the contact person for his or her council 

� Establishes meeting procedures with the council members 

� Receives proposals from other councils 

� Is a member of the Governance Oversight Taskforce committee 

� Upon acting on a proposal, records council’s response on the copy of the 

proposal located on the shared drive, and makes appropriate notation on the 

Proposal Tracking worksheet also on the shared drive 

 

 

Secretary 

� Send out request for agenda items 1 ½ weeks prior to council meeting 

� Coordinates with Chair in preparing the agenda and send out to council 

members 1 week prior to each meeting 

� Reports the minutes, forwarding a finalized copy to Terry King to be 

uploaded on the website 

� Makes arrangements for meetings (room reservations, technology) 

� Conduct meeting if chair is absent 

� Forwards any new proposals to either Bethany (curriculum in nature) or 

Rosalie (all others) to be assigned an ID number and uploaded 

� Is a member of the Governance Oversight Taskforce committee 
 

 

These duties may be divided differently between these two officers as they see fit or 

as the situation warrants. 
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Proposal Number Proposal Title Proposal Orig.

Submitted 

Date

CLO/COO/

CFO/CIO 

Response Pres. Response

Reported to 

Campus

Ac Aff Fac Staff Admin Acad Aff Fac Staff Admin

CPF_0067_2007 Study Room Proposal K. Rotroff 1-Aug-07 1-Oct 6-Sep 8/27/2007 NA R CS

CPF_0068_2007 Logistics and Supply Chain Management - Certificate V. Plessner 11-Sep-07 8-Nov 12-Nov 12-Oct 9/24;10/22/07 CF C R S;CF 11/28/07 Approved 11/29/2007

CPF_0069_2007 SCM200 Supply Chain Management V. Plessner 11-Sep-07 1-Nov 5-Nov 12-Oct 9/24;10/22/07 CF C R S;CF 11/28/07 Approved 11/29/2007

CPF_0070_2007 SCM210 Purchasing and Materials Management V. Plessner 11-Sep-07 1-Nov 5-Nov 12-Oct 9/24;10/22/07 CF C R S;CF 11/28/07 Approved 11/29/2007

CPF_0071_2007 SCM220 Operations Management V. Plessner 11-Sep-07 1-Nov 5-Nov 12-Oct 9/24;10/22/07 CF C R S;CF 11/28/07 Approved 11/29/2007

CPF_0072_2007 SCM230 Physical Distribution Logistics V. Plessner 11-Sep-07 1-Nov 12-Nov 12-Oct 9/24;10/22/07 CF C R S;CF 11/28/07 Approved 11/29/2007

CPF_0073_2007 STA120 Statistics V. Plessner 11-Sep-07 12-Oct 9/24;10/22/07 W 11/1/07 NA R S;CF

CPF_0074_2007 Logistics and Supply Chain Management Program V. Plessner 11-Sep-07 8-Nov 12-Nov 12-Oct 9/24;10/22/07 CF C R S;CF 11/28/07 Approved 11/29/2007

CPF_0075_2007 Experiential Learning Proposal L. Zachrich 8-Nov 12-Nov 12-Oct 11/19/2007 CF C R R 12/18/07 Approved 12/19/2007

CPF_0076_2007 HRM100 Essentials of Human Resource Management V. Plessner 12-Oct-07 8-Nov 12-Nov 12-Oct 22-Oct CF C R CF 11/28/07 Approved 12/19/2007

CPF_0077_2007 HIS290  Historic Preservation Internship P. Wilhelm 18-Oct-07 29-Nov 3-Dec 14-Dec 12/17/2007 CF CF R CF 12/18/07 Approved 12/19/2007

CPF_0078_2007 Course Revision NRS131.doc Allied Health 19-Oct-07 8-Nov 12-Nov 14-Dec 11/19/2007 CF C R R 12/18/07 Approved 12/19/2007

CPF_0079_2008 ITR140:  Allen Bradley RSLogix5000 Custom Training Solutions7-Jan-08 16-Jan 18-Jan 18-Jan 1/28/2008 CF CF R R 1/30/08   Approved 1/31/2008

CPF_0080_2008 ITR141:  AB RSView32 HMI Custom Training Solutions7-Jan-08 16-Jan 18-Jan 18-Jan 1/28/2008 CF CF R R 1/30/08   Approved 1/31/2008

CPF_0081_2008 ITR142:  AB Devicenet Custom Training Solutions7-Jan-08 16-Jan 18-Jan 18-Jan 1/28/2008 CF CF R R 1/30/08   Approved 1/31/2008

CPF_0082_2008 ITR143:  Fanuc Robot Programming Custom Training Solutions7-Jan-08 16-Jan 18-Jan 18-Jan 1/28/2008 CF CF R R 1/30/08   Approved 1/31/2008

CPF_0083_2008 ITR144:  GMAW MIG Welding Custom Training Solutions7-Jan-08 16-Jan 18-Jan 18-Jan 1/28/2008 CF CF R R 1/30/08   Approved 1/31/2008

CPF_0084_2008 ITR145:  SMAW Stick Welding Custom Training Solutions7-Jan-08 16-Jan 18-Jan 18-Jan 1/28/2008 CF CF R R 1/30/08   Approved 1/31/2008

CPF_0085_2008 Financial Aid Freeze Date Proposal Amy Francis 3-Dec-07 16-Jan 18-Jan 18-Jan 1/28/2008 CF CF R CF 1/30/08   Approved 1/31/2008

CPF_0086_2008 Maintenance Technician-Mechatronics changes D. Burklo 5-Feb-08 27-Feb 4-Mar 14-Mar 3/24/2008 CF CF R R 3/27/08   Approved 3/27/2008

CPF_0087_2008 Industrial Electrical changes D. Burklo 5-Feb-08 27-Feb CS

CPF_0088_2008 Industrial Electrician changes D. Burklo 5-Feb-08 27-Feb 4-Mar 14-Mar 3/24/2008 CF CF R R 3/27/08   Approved 3/27/2008

CPF_0089_2008 Industrial Maintenance Cert changes D. Burklo 5-Feb-08 27-Feb CS

CPF_0090_2008 Machining Cert changes D. Burklo 5-Feb-08 27-Feb CS

CPF_0091_2008 Machining CNC Programming changes D. Burklo 5-Feb-08 27-Feb 4-Mar 14-Mar 3/24/2008 CF CF R R 3/27/08   Approved 3/27/2008

CPF_0092_2008 Quality Control Cert changes D. Burklo 5-Feb-08 27-Feb CS

CPF_0093_2008 Mechanical Engin Tech changes D. Burklo 5-Feb-08 27-Feb 4-Mar 14-Mar 3/24/2008 CF CF R R 3/27/08   Approved 3/27/2008

CPF_0094_2008 Millwright Cert changes D. Burklo 5-Feb-08 27-Feb CS

CPF_0095_2008 Millwright degree changes D. Burklo 5-Feb-08 27-Feb 4-Mar 14-Mar 3/24/2008 CF CF R R 3/27/08   Approved 3/27/2008

CPF_0096_2008 Prog Controller PLC Cert changes D. Burklo 5-Feb-08 27-Feb CS

CPF_0097_2008 ECO257 Global Economics V. Plessner 28-Jan-08 27-Feb 4-Mar 14-Mar 3/24/2008 CF CF R R 3/27/08   Approved 3/27/2008

CPF_0098_2008 PLC210 Programmable Controller II Course Changes D. Burklo 12-Feb-08 27-Feb CS

CPF_0098_2008 PLC210 Programmable Controller II Course Changes RevisedD. Burklo 11-Mar-08 26-Mar 1-Ap 18-Apr 4/28/2008 CF CF R R 5/27/08   Approved 5/27/2008

Meeting date 7-10 day response
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All Campus Meeting Agendas 

 

July 7, 2007 
 Registration Time Frame 
 Fall Orientation 
 Renovations 
 College Catalog 
 Enrollment 
 Synchronous Learning 
 County Fairs – Alumni Night 
 Summer Advertising Campaign 
 
September 4, 2007 
 Building bridges 
 Resignations 
 Common Room on campus 
 Transition team 
 
November 11, 2007 
 Update from Board Retreat 
 Strategic Plan 
 Tri State University presence in Bryan 
 Holiday Party plans 
 Custom Training Solutions presentation 
 
December 3, 2007 
 NSCC Annual Fund 
 HLC Focus Visit 
 Position Announcement 
 Moments of Pride 
 Legislative update – state & national 
 Updates from Business Technologies Division 
 
February 6, 2008 
 Foundation Update 

1+2+1 Nursing Program Agreement with Defiance College 
 HLC Focus and Accreditation Visits 
 Community College Day 
 40th Anniversary Committee 
 Update on NW Ohio Higher Education Consortium 
 Enrollment 
 Technology Division Report 
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March 4, 2008 
 New subsidy model 
 Future Academic Calendars 
 Higher Learning Commission 
 Napoleon Community Day 
 College Fun Night 
 Upcoming Events – Michael Shuman, Debra Rowe, Mid-semester potluck,  

Employee appreciation event, Relay for Life 
 The Big Read 
 
April 7, 2008 
 Updates from the President 
 Updates from IT Department 
 Updates from Human Resources concerning 403B 
 Results from Planning Internally to Nurture Growth (PING) survey 
 
May 7, 2008 
 Presentation from the Catalog Committee 
 Update on Perkin’s Legislation 
 Commencement Updates 

Search Committee Members 
 Overview – Coordinator of Instructional Support Position 
 
June 3, 2008 
 Promotions 
 Metamora Update 
 Resignations 
 University of Toledo Collaboration 
 Campus Renovations 
 Capital Budget 
 Foundation Update 
 
July 2, 2008 

Fall Registration Time Frame 
Fall Orientation Update 
Renovations / Air Conditioning Update 
Synchronous Learning 
Alumni Night at the Fair 

 
August 7, 2008 
 MyNSCC & Web CT      

New Employee Introductions   
Policy Manual   
Faculty orientation  
Update on Renovations  
Henry & Fulton County Fair Alumni Events 
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September 4, 2008 
United Way Campaign 
Synchronous Learning Update 
Constitution Day Event 
Renaissance Project for Continuous Improvement 
 

October 6, 2008 
Report on Plans for New Allied Health and Public Services Building 
Fall Start-up Concerns 
Financial Aid Information 
University System of Ohio Textbook Affordability Grant 
University System of Ohio Faculty Innovator Award 
Renaissance Project for Continuous Improvement Update 
Community Recycling Drop-off Program 
Professional endorsements 
 

November 4, 2008 
 Professional endorsements 
 SMILE challenge 
 Renaissance Project update 
 NSCC faculty & Staff Educational Foundation 
 Green Grant 
 Cabinet / Vice President Functions 
 New programs / positions 
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Assessment Committee Membership 

 

2006-2007 Members 
Dan Burklo 
Melissa Faber 
Donna Hershberger 
Tony Hills 
Sherry Howard 
Richard Powell 
Chris Robinson 
Dianne Wendt 
Linda Carr 

Engineering Technology Faculty 
Arts & Science Faculty 
Allied Health & Public Service Faculty 
Business Faculty 
Arts & Science Faculty 
Engineering Technology Faculty 
Business Faculty 
Allied Health & Public Service Faculty 
Chief Learning Officer 
 

  
2007-2008 Members 

Dan Burklo 
Linda Carr 
Chris Copple 
Lana Evans 
Donna Hershberger 
Tony Hills 
Cindy Krueger 
Joni Mavis 
Terry Phillips 
Von Plessner 
Dianne Wendt 
 

Engineering Technology Dean 
Chief Learning Officer 
Arts & Science Faculty 
Arts & Science Dean 
Allied Health & Public Service Faculty 
Business Faculty 
Allied Health & Public Service Dean 
PT Arts & Science Faculty 
Engineering Technology Faculty 
Business Dean 
Allied Health & Public Service Faculty 
 

  
2008-2009 Members 

Lori Bird 
Dan Burklo 
Chris Copple 
Lana Evans 
Donna Hershberger 
Tony Hills 
Cindy Krueger 
Jo McCormick 
Terry Phillips 
Von Plessner 
Karen Short 
Greg Tefft 

Allied Health & Public Service Faculty 
Engineering Technology Dean 
Arts & Science Faculty 
Arts & Science Dean 
Allied Health & Public Service Faculty 
Business Faculty 
Vice President for Academics 
Arts & Science Faculty 
Engineering Technology Faculty 
Business Dean 
Allied Health & Public Service Dean 
Arts & Science Faculty 
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Suggestions for an Assessment 3-Year Plan 
 
2006-2007 

• send this plan to Faculty Council 

• send a recommendation for new institutional learning outcomes to Academic 
Affairs and Faculty Council 

• verify that each course has student-centered learning outcomes 

• verify that each program has student-centered learning outcomes 

• verify that each program has a curriculum map showing where students achieve 
current program and institutional learning outcomes 

• verify that each division has a list of full-time faculty members responsible for 
each course 

• verify that each division has a course assessment cycle showing a three-year 
rotation of courses 

• verify that all 2005-2006 reports and 2006-2007 plans for courses and 
programs have been submitted 

• clarify documentation system for assessment data:  annual plans and reports?  
binders divided by division?  both?  make sure library collection is complete?   

• write 2005-2006 institutional report, 2006-2007 institutional plan, and 2006-
2007 institutional report 

• clarify roles and responsibilities of:   
o individual faculty members 
o departments and divisions 
o administrators 
o the Assessment Committee 

• add assessment as a continuing issue on agendas such as deans’ meetings, 
Senior Leaders, division meetings, etc.  

• reconsider make-up of Assessment Committee, possibly including students 

• conduct training related to student-centered learning outcomes and direct vs. 
indirect measures 

• review and update orientation manual for divisions representatives 

• create faculty assessment handbook 

• after analyzing CAAP data/trends, discuss CAAP procedure and revise if 
necessary 

 
2007-2008 

• verify that each program has a program assessment plan in place 

• develop improved procedures for departments and the institution to examine 
assessment data from course, program, and institutional levels 

• formalize the process by which assessment data are considered during 
budgeting 

• create cycle for assessment of individual institutional learning outcomes 

• revise course learning outcomes and curriculum maps in light of new 
institutional learning outcomes?   
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• revise curriculum map format to indicate how the learning outcome is presented 
in each course?  (introduce, reinforce, demonstrate, etc.) 

• have leaders in each program work with the Assessment Committee to develop 
more direct measures on the program level 

• expand course-level assessment protocols to include more adjuncts and online 
courses 

• conduct additional faculty training related to student-centered learning 
outcomes and direct vs. indirect measures 

• begin preparation for HLC visit through collecting documentation related to 
assessment efforts 

• develop plans for a “Research Day” or “Student Learning Summit” 
 

 
2008-2009 

• after clarifying roles, responsibilities, and processes, propose revisions to 
institutional measures (“Student Learning Summit,” CAAP process, and e-
portfolio)  

• develop plans to make submission and communication of assessment data 
electronic and publicly available 
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ARTS & SCIENCES

Program Institution Action Taken

Outcomes Curriculum 

Map

Assessment Plans/ 

Reports

Assessment 

Cycle

Course Info 

Sheets

Syllabi Assessment 

Plans/Reports

Associate of Arts and 

Associate of Science

ok 7 outcomes; well-stated ok -Based on most 

recent assessment 

plan/report, 

outcomes being 

measured match 

the stated program 

outcomes                   

-Uses both direct & 

indirect measures   -

still need to identify 

assessment 

method for some 

outcomes

ok ok missing for 

ENG 241

ok ok

Overall Suggestions

Institution Assessment:  May need to be revised when new outcomes are defined.

Program Assessment: 1) Consider combining assessment plans, reports, and action plan into one document to clarify the link between these assessment components. 

2) Consider identifying an assessment method for each outcome listed on program outcome sheet (will benefit students, faculty, and others).

3) Consider using more direct assessment measures for program outcomes, possibly to include capstone course tests/papers/projects.

4) Consider assessing some programs/departments in fall and some in spring.

Course Assessment: 1) Consider identifying an assessment method for each outcome listed on course information sheets (will benefit students, faculty, and others).

Action Taken: 1) While it is obvious that program changes are routinely being made, it is difficult for an outsider to see how the changes relate to assessment 

desired outcomes and results.  Again, this could be addressed by adopting a new program/course assessment form that would include  

Assessment Plans, Assessment Results, and Action Plans.

2) If you choose to include Action Plans on the new assessment form, consider using this tab of the binder as a storage place for 

executive summaries to highlight the program and course assessment efforts undertaken each year.

Program Courses
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BUSINESS TECHNOLOGIES

Program Institution Action Taken

Outcomes Curriculum 

Map

Assessment Plans/ 

Reports

Assessment 

Cycle

Course Info Sheets Syllabi Assessment 

Plans/Reports

Information Technology ok 5 outcomes; good format, 

although may want to 

consider re-wording to be 

more student-centered (Ex: 

"Students will demonstrate 

critical thinking skills by…"        

none plan uses direct measure, 

although the same tool 

(hands-on test) is used 

for all outcomes; consider 

using additional tools

none ok, although 

outcomes are 

labeled as 

"Competencies" 

(see suggestion #2 

below)

ok; although 

the tab 

divider for 

CIS 283 is 

missing

ok ok

Business Management ok 5-6 outcomes; consider 

requiring a Program Outcome 

Sheet (see suggestion #2 

below)

ok could not find where 

program outcomes were 

being assessed (see 

suggestion #4 below)

ok ok, although 

outcomes are 

labeled as 

"Competencies" 

(see suggestion #2 

below)

ok ok ok

Office Administrative 

Services/Office 

Administration/Medical 

Support

ok not clear what the program 

outcomes are; consider 

requiring a Program Outcome 

Sheet (see suggestion #2 

below)

none only direct measure of 

assessment is a timed 

keyboarding test (see 

suggestions #4 and #5 

below)

in wrong 

location in 

binder

ok, although 

outcomes are 

labeled as 

"Competencies" 

(see suggestion #2 

below)

OAS 180 is 

in two 

different 

locations in 

binder

ok in wrong 

location in 

binder

Visual Communications 

Technology

ok not clear what the actual 

program outcomes are; the 

outcomes listed on the 

Program Outcome Sheet are 

different than those listed on 

the curriculum map???

ok none in wrong 

location in 

binder

missing VCT 205, 

260

ok; consider 

using tab 

dividers to 

separate 

individual 

courses

ok ok

Accounting ok 5 outcomes (good number 

and format); consider 

requiring a Program Outcome 

Sheet (see suggestion #2 

below)

ok could not find where 

program outcomes were 

being assessed (see 

suggestion #4 below)

in wrong 

location in 

binder

ok, although 

outcomes are 

labeled as 

"Competencies" 

(see suggestion #2 

below)

missing 

ACC263

ok ok

Overall Suggestions - Business Division

Institution Assessment:  May need to be revised when new outcomes are defined.

Program Assessment: 1) Consider combining assessment plans, reports, and action plan into one document to clarify the link between these assessment components. 

2) Consider requiring a Program Outcome Sheet as a "cover page" for the Program tab, so the program outcomes can be easily located.

3) For program assessment plans/reports, make sure that the "intended outcomes" being measured match one or more of your stated prorgam outcomes.

4) Consider identifying an assessment method for each outcome listed on program outcome sheet (will benefit students, faculty, and others).

5) Consider using more direct assessment measures for program outcomes, possibly to include capstone course tests/papers/projects.

6) Consider assessing some programs/departments in fall and some in spring.

Course Assessment: 1) Consider identifying an assessment method for each outcome listed on course information sheets (will benefit students, faculty, and others).

2) Consider adopting a common terminology for student outcomes (some outcomes are listed as "competencies").

3) Consider stating outcomes in the format "Students will <<action verb>>  <<outcome>>."

Action Taken: 1) While it is obvious that program changes are routinely being made, it is difficult for an outsider to see how the changes relate to assessment 

desired outcomes and results.  Again, this could be addressed by adopting a new program/course assessment form that would include  

Assessment Plans, Assessment Results, and Action Plans.

2) If you choose to include Action Plans on the new assessment form, consider using this tab of the binder as a storage place for 

executive summaries to highlight the program and course assessment efforts undertaken each year.

Program Courses
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ALLIED HEALTH & PUBLIC SERVICE

Program Institution Action Taken

Outcomes Curriculum 

Map

Assessment Plans/ 

Reports

Assessment 

Cycle

Course Info 

Sheets

Syllabi Assessment 

Plans/Reports

Human Services ok 5 outcomes; may be 

too vague and difficult 

to measure directly         

ok no direct measures 

of assessment for 

program outcomes

ok ok missing 

HST 221, 

280

ok ok

Early Childhood 

Development/ 

Paraprofessional 

Educator

ok consider limiting 

number of outcomes to 

5

ok no direct measures 

of assessment for 

program outcomes

ok ok missing 

ECD 250; 

ED 282; 

EDP 150, 

200, 290

ok ok

Medical Assisting ok none none none none ok missing 

MEA 110, 

200, 201, 

202, 205

none none

Associate Degree of 

Nursing

ok 8 outcomes; consider 

limiting?

ok some assessment 

appears to be 

aligned with 

Program Goals 

rather than Program 

Outcomes; good 

combination of 

direct and indirect 

measures

ok ok missing 

NRS 110, 

133, Lab 

Manual for 

NRS 101

ok ok

Practical Nursing ok 4 outcomes; good 

number, well-stated

ok Good; assessment 

relates to 

outcomes, both 

direct and indirect 

measures used

ok ok missing 

NRS204; 

Lab Manual 

for NRS 203

ok ok

Criminal Justice

Overall Suggestions

Institution Assessment:  May need to be revised when new outcomes are defined.

Program Assessment: 1) Consider combining assessment plans, reports, and action plan into one document to clarify the link between these assessment components. 

2) For program assessment plans/reports, make sure that the "intended outcomes" being measured match one or more of your stated prorgam outcomes.

3) Consider identifying an assessment method for each outcome listed on program outcome sheet (will benefit students, faculty, and others).

4) Consider using more direct assessment measures for program outcomes, possibly to include capstone course tests/papers/projects.

5) Consider assessing some programs/departments in fall and some in spring.

Course Assessment: 1) Consider identifying an assessment method for each outcome listed on course information sheets (will benefit students, faculty, and others).

Action Taken: 1) While it is obvious that program changes are routinely being made, it is difficult for an outsider to see how the changes relate to assessment 

desired outcomes and results.  Again, this could be addressed by adopting a new program/course assessment form that would include  

Assessment Plans, Assessment Results, and Action Plans.

2) If you choose to include Action Plans on the new assessment form, consider using this tab of the binder as a storage place for 

executive summaries to highlight the program and course assessment efforts undertaken each year.

Program Courses
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ENGINEERING

Program Institution

Action 

Taken

Outcomes Curriculum 

Map

Assessment Plans/ Reports Assessment 

Cycle

Course Info Sheets Syllabi Assessment 

Plans/Reports

Electrical 

Technologies

ok 9 outcomes ok - could not find where program 

outcomes were being assessed 

(see suggestion #3 below)                         

- no direct measures of assessment 

for program outcomes (see 

suggestion #4 below)

none -missing EET 240, 276; IET 

107; MET 102, 130, 232; PLC 

230                                                

-some outcomes listed as 

Competencies or Objectives 

(see suggestion #2 below)               

-outcomes not identified for PLC 

210, 220

missing EET 240, 272, 276, 

277; IET 107; MET 102; PLC 

270

ok none

Industrial 

Technologies

ok 4 outcomes ok - could not find where program 

outcomes were being assessed 

(see suggestion #3 below)                         

- no direct measures of assessment 

for program outcomes (see 

suggestion #4 below)

none -missing INT 221, 222, 223; 

MET 130, 133, 181, 201, 221, 

232; PLC 230                               

-some outcomes listed as 

Competencies or Objectives 

(see suggestion #2 below)                         

-outcomes not identified for 

MET 122

missing INT 220, 221, 222, 

223; MET 143, 201, 221, 231

ok none

Industrial 

Management 

Technology

ok 8 outcomes ok - could not find where program 

outcomes were being assessed 

(see suggestion #3 below)                         

- no direct measures of assessment 

for program outcomes (see 

suggestion #4 below)

none some outcomes listed as 

Competencies or Objectives 

(see suggestion #2 below)

missing QCT 100 ok none

Mechanical 

Engineering 

Technologies

ok 8 outcomes ok - could not find where program 

outcomes were being assessed 

(see suggestion #3 below)                         

- no direct measures of assessment 

for program outcomes (see 

suggestion #4 below)

ok -missing EET 240                                                 

-some outcomes listed as 

Competencies or Objectives 

(see suggestion #2 below)                             

-outcomes not identified for IET 

105

missing EET 240 ok none

Plastics Engineering 

Technologies

ok 8 outcomes ok - could not find where program 

outcomes were being assessed 

(see suggestion #3 below)                         

- no direct measures of assessment 

for program outcomes (see 

suggestion #4 below)

none some outcomes listed as 

Competencies or Objectives 

(see suggestion #2 below)

ok ok none

Overall Suggestions - Engineering Technologies

Institution Assessment:  May need to be revised when new outcomes are defined.

Program 

Assessment: 1) Consider combining assessment plans, reports, and action plan into one document to clarify the link between these assessment components. 

2) Consider identifying an assessment method for each outcome listed on program outcome sheet (will benefit students, faculty, and others).

3) For program assessment plans/reports, make sure that the "intended outcomes" being measured match one or more of your stated prorgam outcomes.

4) Consider using more direct assessment measures for program outcomes, possibly to include capstone course tests/papers/projects.

5) Consider assessing some programs/departments in fall and some in spring.

Course Assessment: 1) Consider identifying an assessment method for each outcome listed on course information sheets (will benefit students, faculty, and others).

2) Consider adopting a common terminology for student outcomes (some outcomes are listed as "competencies" or "objectives").

3) Consider stating outcomes in the format "Students will <<action verb>>  <<outcome>>."

Action Taken: 1) While it is assumed that program changes are routinely being made, it is difficult for an outsider to see how the changes relate to assessment 

desired outcomes and results.  Again, this could be addressed by adopting a new program/course assessment form that would include  

Assessment Plans, Assessment Results, and Action Plans.

2) If you choose to include Action Plans on the new assessment form, consider using this tab of the binder as a storage place for 

executive summaries to highlight the program and course assessment efforts undertaken each year.

Program Courses
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Institutional/General Education Outcomes 
 
Graduates from Northwest State Community College will become professional, lifelong 
learners and responsible global citizens through achievement of the following outcomes.   

 
Communication 
 
Graduates from Northwest State Community College will demonstrate effective writing, reading, 
listening, and speaking.   
 
Computation 
 
Graduates from Northwest State Community College will perform basic algebraic problem-
solving and interpret and communicate numerical data.   
 
Critical Thinking 
 
Graduates from Northwest State Community College will comprehend the implications of a topic 
or problem, draw on appropriate evidence, and construct well-reasoned conclusions.   
 
Diversity  
 
Graduates from Northwest State Community College will demonstrate awareness of the impact 
of cultural differences.   
 
Sustainability 
 
Graduates from Northwest State Community College will evaluate the impact of economic, 
political, social, and/or ecological systems on this and future generations.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Approved: Faculty Council 1/18/08 
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PROGRAM REVIEW GUIDELINES 
 
OVERVIEW AND BASIC ASSUMPTIONS 
 
A basic assumption is that assessment, planning, program review, and resource 
allocation should be integrated for learning to be optimized.  The process should 
result in information which is useful for setting goals, improving the quality of the 
program, and meeting specialized accreditation criteria.  The program review process 
is intended to provide the information necessary to make decisions concerning 
curriculum and program viability.  For the purpose of program review, a program is 
defined as: 

• A degree program or a group of closely related programs. 

• A course of study leading to a certificate or other credential. 
 

The program review process should at a minimum examine the following. 

• Are the program’s stated outcomes appropriate?  Do they reflect the 
requirements of employers, transfer institutions, and accrediting bodies?  Are 
the outcomes measurable? 

• Are the faculty, facilities, equipment, software, and other College resources 
adequate and up to date to meet the program demands?  Are the 
requirements of accrediting bodies being met? 

• Do community needs, enrollment, and financial considerations justify the 
continuation or modification of the program or support a new program? 

 
Responsibility for the program review process is shared by the faculty of the program, 
the program’s advisory committee, the department chair, and dean of the division.  
The program review process consists of two phases: 

• A yearly review of the program by its advisory committee. 

• A comprehensive program review every four years. 
 
 
FOUR-YEAR PROGRAM REVIEW CYCLE 
 
Upon implementation of this revised program review process, all current programs 
will be scheduled for an initial comprehensive review on a four-year cycle.  When a 
new program is established, the program will be reviewed by the end of its third year 
and at four-year intervals after the initial review. 
 
When a program is reviewed by external accrediting groups, the College will attempt 
to coordinate its program review process with the external accrediting group’s 
evaluation process.  In these cases, the program review schedule may deviate from 
that described above, but in all cases the program will be reviewed within each four-
year period. 
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The chief academic officer may request and approve deviations from the established 
program review cycle.  A program review may be delayed if the program is 
undergoing major revisions or changes in staff.  A program’s review may be 
accelerated if there are indicators that the program needs priority. These indicators 
include: 

• Complaints from students or employers of graduates. 

• Few students enrolled in the program or few program graduates. 

• Poor revenue versus expenses ratio. 

• Lack of qualified faculty to support the program. 

• Lack of job opportunities for graduates in the field. 
 
 
YEARLY PROGRAM REVIEW 
 
During advisory committee / focus group meetings, the following items should be 
discussed: 

• The preceding year’s outcomes assessment, findings, and recommendations. 

• Trends in the field that should be considered. 

• Needed changes in the program’s outcomes, content or courses. 

• The recommendations in the last four-year program review report and the 
status those of recommendations. 

 
Recommendations coming from these discussions should be reviewed with the dean 
of the division and used to determine appropriate changes in the program including 
which courses to add, change, or eliminate. 
 
Minutes of advisory committee / focus group meetings should be archived by each 
division. 
 
Documents to be completed are located in Appendix A, C, D, & E.  Program faculty 
and the department chair or dean may determine if additional program data and 
statistics need to be collected for the annual review.
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 FOUR-YEAR PROGRAM REVIEW  
 
A four-year program review committee will be appointed by the dean of the division, 
in collaboration with the chief academic officer, to perform the four-year review of the 
program.  This committee will be composed of at least one faculty member 
responsible for the program, a faculty member who does not teach in the program, 
and one to three other professionals not currently associated with the program.  The 
outside professionals on the committee will be chosen from among the following 
groups: 

• Employers of graduates 

• Alumni who completed the program at least two years earlier 

• Professionals practicing in the field 
 
Four-Year Program Review Responsibilities 

1. The dean or department chair in charge of the program and the faculty who 
teach in the program will work together to select the faculty member who does 
not teach in the program and the one to three outside professionals who will 
serve on the committee.  Faculty that wish to volunteer for a particular program 
review should notify the appropriate the Dean.  

 
2. The faculty who teach in the program will collect and organize the program 

materials that will be reviewed by the committee (see Appendix B).  This may 
include, but is not limited to: 

• College mission statement 

• College catalog 

• Program outcomes 

• Staffing information 

• Syllabi 

• Handouts from courses 

• Requirements of accrediting bodies 

• Recommendations of professional organizations 

• Outcomes assessments 

• Student evaluations and comments 

• The annual reports submitted since the previous four-year review 

• The previous four-year review report 
 

 
3. Program faculty and the department chair or dean will determine what program 

data and what program statistics should be collected in addition to the budget, 
faculty and student data (Appendix C, D, & E).  

 
The fiscal officer and Office of Budget & Management should be consulted for 
budgetary information regarding the program.  The SSA coordinator / career 
services should be consulted for data regarding placement, career 
opportunities, and employment trends. 

4. At least two week’s prior to the committee’s meeting, program materials, and 
program data will be sent to the committee members. 
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5. The committee will meet to examine the program’s facilities, equipment, 

computer software, and other support.  They may also interview appropriate 
people. 

 
6. The faculty member who teaches in the program will chair the committee, lead 

the discussion by the review committee, and write the final report. 
 

7. During the discussion of the program, the review committee should use the 
materials provided and the results of the campus visit to attempt to identify: 

 

• The strengths of the program. 

• The weaknesses of the program. 

• Recommendations for continuing or improving the program. 

• Recommendations for development of new programs. 
 

8. The chair of the review committee will forward the report to the dean of the 
division.  The report will be forwarded by the dean to the faculty who teach in 
the program and the chief academic officer. 

 
 
ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW 
 
The chief academic officer, the dean and department chair supervising the program, 
and the program faculty member from the review committee will review the four-year 
program review report.  They will meet to review the program statistics which they 
consider appropriate.  These statistics may include, but are not limited to: 

• Success of students in individual courses 

• Completion rates for students entering the program 

• Number of students who are majoring in the program, number of FTE’s 
generated by the program and number of graduates in the last four years. 

• Staffing information concerning the program 

• Financial information concerning the program 

• Any surveys or other pertinent information  
 

This meeting should address two questions: 

• Do the program statistics show any trends that need to be addressed? 

• Should the program be continued, eliminated, or revised? 
 

An initial assessment of the program review plan will be completed by October 2007. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF AN ACTION PLAN 
 
The chief academic officer, the program dean and department chair or program 
coordinator, where applicable, program faculty, and the faculty member from outside 
the program will then meet.  They will discuss the report and the answers to the two 
questions above.  They will develop an action plan for the program.  Program faculty 
and the dean will be responsible for implementing the action plan. 
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APPENDIX A 
NORTHWEST STATE COMMUNITY COLLEGE 

ANNUAL PROGRAM REVIEW 
(INSERT NAME OF PROGRAM) 

 
Date submitted _______________ Date of Last 4-year Review _________ 
 
1. State the primary purpose or goal of your Program. 
 
 
 
2. Describe your program’s progress in reaching established program goals. 
 
 
 
3. Describe strategies in place to achieve established goals. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. Summarize program and course assessment for the year.  Describe any program 

or course changes implemented this year.  Include rationale for why the changes 
were made and the results of the change.  Describe any changes in courses or 
structures that are planned based on what you see as future occupational/ 
learning opportunities and outcomes?  Please describe the opportunities, 
changes, and resources desired. 

 
 
 
 
5. Discuss progress made on recommendations stemming from the last four-year 

review of this program. 
 
 
 
 
6. Complete budget, faculty and enrollment data.  (Appendix C, D, & E) 
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APPENDIX B 
FOUR-YEAR PROGRAM REVIEW GUIDELINES 

 
Section I:  Program Mission and Goals 

1. State the primary purpose or goal of your Program. 
 
2. Do the program’s outcomes and other materials show that the program is 

aligned with the College’s mission statement? 
 
3. Are the program’s stated outcomes appropriate and current? 

 
4. Summarize progress from the last four-year review.  (Items 2-5 on annual 

review). 
 

 
 
Section II:  Preparing for the Future 

 
1. What are the “key performance indicators” (KPI) for your program?  Indicators 

might include such things as student success in subsequent related courses, 
demonstration of mastery of program competencies, student success on other 
performance measures, or completion of certificate and degree programs. 

 
2. Student data 

 
o Enrollment and retention data on new students and returning students 

for the past four years.  Students will be considered new the first 
semester they are enrolled at the college. 

 
o Number of degrees awarded.   

 
o How long does it take for students to graduate?   

 
o Number of certificates awarded. 

 
o How do graduates from your program fare in the job market at present?   

 
o Number of students that transfer to another institution.  Include data on 

success of these transfer students compared to native students at one 
or more common institutions. 

 
o What is your record of success for students who receive certification, 

registry, or licenses? 
 

o Identify retention plans or strategies utilized by the program. 
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3. What is the program’s four-year plan?   
o What internal and external factors do you see as influencing the 

program’s future?   
o How should the program change as a result of these factors?   
o What are the most important goals for the program for the next four 

years and how will you measure them?   
 
Consider these factors and review the data from other sections before 
completing.  This information should feed directly into annual planning and 
action plans. 

 
4. Provide the following data on the Budget Chart (Appendix C), providing 

additional comments as necessary to clarify data (e.g. administrative salaries). 
 

INCOME   (Based on the number student FTE in the program) 
 
Income will be reported for all FTE in the major: 

• all courses registered in for the year, including arts and sciences 

• Departmental courses only  (courses budgeted in the program)   
 
Income will be reported as: 

• Tuition 

• Lab Fees 

• Subsidy 

• Other 
 
EXPENSES  (Based on actual departmental budget expenses) 

• 6101  Administrative salaries 

• 6102  Non-Instructional salaries 

• 6121  Academic Salaries 

• 6123  Part-time Academic Salaries 

• Other salaries (Student help, advising, overload, etc) 

• Benefits (Object codes 6201-6214) 

• List all areas in departmental budget above 7000 
 

 
Section III:   Student Learning and Effective Teaching 
(Complete curriculum form to summarize and classify the courses within the 
program.) 

 
1. Do the syllabi, other materials, and outcomes assessments show that the skills 

and knowledge provided by the program match those required by employers 
and accrediting bodies? 
 

2. Does the content of each required, program specific course provide for 
necessary knowledge or competency development identified in program exit 
competencies? 
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3. Describe how the curriculum assists students to meet the institutional learning 

outcomes. 
 
Graduates from Northwest State Community College will become professional, 
lifelong learners and responsible global citizens through achievement of the 
following outcomes.   

• Graduates will demonstrate effective writing, reading, listening, and 
speaking.   

• Graduates will perform basic algebraic problem-solving and interpret 
and communicate numerical data.   

• Graduates will comprehend the implications of a topic or problem, draw 
on appropriate evidence, and construct well-reasoned conclusions. 

• Graduates will demonstrate awareness of the impact of cultural 
differences.   

• Graduates will evaluate the impact of economic, political, social, and/or 
ecological systems on this and future generations.   

 
 

4. Describe adherence to TAG courses.  Have courses been approved, 
reviewed, and updated? 

 
5. Are the facilities, equipment, and other College resources adequate and 

appropriate?   
 
6. Is the computer software being used up-to-date and appropriate? 
 
7. How are students explicitly informed of the program’s goals/ competencies? 
 
8. How is academic progress assessed as students advance through the 

program?  What coordination exists to monitor the progress of learning?  How 
has assessment data been used to improve student learning? 

 
9. To what extent to do students in the program take courses in the order 

prescribed by your curriculum?  What factors govern course scheduling in the 
program?   

 
10. Are admission criteria and/or course prerequisites appropriate? 

 
11. Is the program subject to accreditation by state, regional or national 

accrediting agencies?  If yes, what accrediting agencies, type of accreditation 
and length?  Date of last accreditation / visit?  Indicate recommendations of 
the most recent accreditation evaluation of the program and corrective actions 
taken or planned.   

 
If no, list all special accreditations that are available and discuss why the 
program is not accredited. 
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Section IV:  Acquisition, Discovery and Application of Knowledge 
 
1. Are the qualifications of full-time and adjunct faculty appropriate? 

• Earned degree in the subject area?  (Generally 18 credits at the masters 
level) 

• Certifications 

• Years of employment experience in the field in which they teach. 

• Continuing education completed relevant to teaching assignment. 
 

2. Include faculty / course section information for the past four years. 

• Number of Full-time faculty – identified within program, outside of program, 
and other (Deans, Chairs, Non-teaching professionals) 

• Total Full-time FTE 

• Total number of Part-time faculty and FTE 

• Number of sections taught by FT faculty – identified within program, 
outside of program, and other (Deans, Chairs, Non-teaching professionals) 

• Number of sections taught by PT faculty 

• Percentage of sections taught by FT faculty and PT faculty 
 

1 FTE = 30 credit hours per year (15 credit hours per semester) 
 

3. For associate degree programs, describe how the curriculum meets the Arts & 
Sciences Core requirements. 

 
 
Section V:  Engagement and Service 
 

1. Cite ways that constituent groups have made an impact on the program and/or 
decisions related to the program.  (Advisory groups, focus groups, 
roundtables, etc.) 

 
SUMMARY   (Completed by the review committee) 
 

• What are the strengths of the program? 

• What are the weaknesses of the program? 

• What are the committee’s recommendations for improving the program? 

• Should the program continue? 

• Are new programs in the field needed? 
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(Developed in 2006)

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Accounting

Accounting x x

Accounting Assistant x x

Business Management

Banking and Finance x x

Business Management x x

International/Global Business x x

Marketing/Retail Mgt x x

Pre-Business Administration x x

Real Estate x x

Straight Truck Transportation x x

Tractor Trailer Transportation x x

Office Administration Technology

Office Administration x x

Medical Support x x

Office Assistant x x

Information Technology

Computer Programming x x

Computer Operator x x

Network Administration x x

Paralegal Technology

Paralegal x x

Visual Communication Technology

Visual Communications x x

Plastics Engineering Technology

Plastics Engineering x x

Plastics Manufacturing Technology x x

Mechanical Engineering Technology

Mechanical Engineering Technology x x

CAD/CAM x x

Industrial Engineering Technology

CAD x x

Industrial Management Technology

Computer x x

Industrial Technology

Industrial Electrician x x

Millwright x x

Machining (CNC) Programming x x

Maintenance Technology/Mechatronics x x

Four-Year Program Review Schedule

Due the end of May
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2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Quality Control Technology

Quality Control x x

Automation & Controls Eng. Tech

Automation & Controls Eng. Tech x x

Related Trades

HVAC x x

Programmable Controller (PLC) x x

Industrial Electrician x x

Millwright x x

Machinist x x

Industrial Maintenance x x

Health

Registered Nursing (RN) x x

Practical Nursing (PN) x x

LPN to RN Advanced Standing x x

ADN:BSN Transitional

Medical Assisting x x

Human Services

Human Services x x

Public Service

Corrections, Probation & Parole x x

Computer Crimes Investigation x x

Law Enforcement x x

Law Enforcement Academy Option x x

Law Enforcement Academy x x

Emergency Medical Services x x

Education

Early Childhood Pre-Kindergarten x x

Early Childhood Administration x x

ECD - Child/Family Specialist x x

Paraprofessional Educator x x

Associate of Arts

Historic Preservation x x

Associate of Arts x x

Associate of Science

Associate of Science x x

Transfer Module

Transfer Module x x

Assessment of Program Review 

Guidelines Oct Oct

Due the end of May
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(Revised Nov. 08)

Faculty

Responsible 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Accounting D. Bechtel, C Moore

Accounting R. Sealscott S x

Accounting Assistant S x

Business Management B. Eichenauer, 

Banking and Finance D. Light x x

Business Management K. Esterline x x

Entrepreneurship x x

International/Global Business x x

Logistics & Supply Chain x x

Marketing/Retail Mgt x x

Pre-Business Administration x x

Real Estate x x

Straight Truck Transportation x x

Tractor Trailer Transportation x x

Office Administration Technology C. Robinson

Office Administration S x

Medical Support S x

Office Assistant S x

Information Technology T. Hills

Computer Programming C x

Computer Operator C x

Internet Security x

Network Administration x

Web Site Administration C x

Paralegal Technology K. Esterline

Paralegal x x

Visual Communication Technology S. Geitgey

Visual Communications x x

Plastics Engineering Technology C. Doolittle

Plastics Engineering x x

Plastics Manufacturing Technology x x

Mechanical Engineering Technology

Mechanical Engineering Technology T. Burkholder x x

CAD/CAM G. Kadesch x

Industrial Engineering Technology

CAD G. Kadesch x

Industrial Management Technology

Computer G. Kadesch x x

Industrial Technology

Industrial Electrician T. Phillips x x

Millwright x x

Machining (CNC) Programming x x

Maintenance Technology/Mechatronics S. Dick x x

Four-Year Program Review Schedule

Due the end of May
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Faculty

Responsible 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Quality Control Technology

Quality Control T. Burkholder x x

Automation & Controls Eng. Tech

Automation & Controls Eng. Tech T. Phillips x x

Related Trades

HVAC T. Phillips x x

Programmable Controller (PLC) T. Phillips x x

Industrial Electrician S. Dick x x

Millwright x x

Machinist x x

Industrial Maintenance x x

Health

Registered Nursing (RN) L. Bird x x

Practical Nursing (PN) D. Wendt x x

LPN to RN Advanced Standing D. Hartzell x x

ADN:BSN Transitional

Medical Assisting H. Barton P x

Human Services P. Donaldson

Human Services M. Phillips C x

Public Service A. Kozal

Corrections, Probation & Parole x x

Computer Crimes Investigation x x

Law Enforcement x x

Law Enforcement Academy Option x x

Law Enforcement Academy x x

Emergency Medical Services x x

Education P. Hofbauer

Early Childhood Pre-Kindergarten D. Hershberger x x

Early Childhood Administration x x

ECD - Child/Family Specialist x x

Paraprofessional Educator x x

Associate of Arts

Historic Preservation P. Wilhelm x x

Associate of Arts M. Faber S x

Associate of Science

Associate of Science M. Faber S x

Transfer Module

Transfer Module x x

Assessment of Program Review 

Guidelines Oct Oct

C = complete       S = submitted, not complete     P = in process X = DUE

Due the end of May


